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Foreword
The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
has for many years recognized the value of 'camping as an
.important aspect in the lives of handicapped youth and adults.
Since 1971 when the former Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped provided funding to help sponsor the National
Conference on Training Needs and. Strategies in Camping,
Outdoor and Environmental Recreation for the Handicapped
at San Jose State University, there has been a nationwide
movement toward including handicapped children and 'adults
in organized camping programs.

The material contained in this book and other volumes that
make up the Camp Director Training Series are the result of a
three-year project funded by-the Division of Personnel Prepa-
ration. In funding this effort, it is our hope that the results of
the project will help make camp directors.anci other persons
more aware of -the unique and special needs of disabled
children and adults; and to provide information and
resources to better insure that those needs are met.

The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services is
committed to the goal of equal opportunity and a quality life
for every handicapped child in the United States. Opportunity
to participate in camping programs on an equal basis with
their non-handicapped peers is a right to which all handicapped
children are entitled. However, this goal can be achieved only
if those responsible for the provision of camping services are
likewise committed to this goal.

William Hillman, Jr., Project Officer, 1979-1981
Division of Personnel Preparation,
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
Sept. 1981
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Preface
Emblazoned across the mantle of the fireplace at its National
Headquarters are the words "Better Camping For All."
Nothing more easily sums up the basic purpose of the
American Camping Association (ACA) in its 75 years of
existence than do these words. From its very beginning, the
Association has been concerned about providing "better"
camps. That concern has led to a continuing study and
research for the most appropriate standards for health, safety,
and better programming in the organized camp.

That concern for standards of performance in the operation
of the summer camp led to an awareness of the necessity of an
adequate preparation and continuing education of the camp
director. Various short courses and training events were
developed in local ACA Sections and at ACA national con-
ventions. Many institutions of higher learning developed
curriculum related to the administration of the organized
camp.

By the late 1960s, the American Camping Association
began the development of an organized plan of study for the
camp director that would insure a common base of knowledge
for its participants. Three types of camp director institutes
wet c developed and experimentea with in different parts of
the country. In 1970, the Association adopted a formalized
camp director institute which led to' certification by the
Association as a certified camp director. Continuing efforts
were made to try to expand and improve upon the progtam.

After the first decade, it was recognized that the program
must be greatly expanded if it were to reach camp directors in
all parts of the country. Centralized institutes of a specified
nature often prevented wide participation by camp directors.
This led the Association to consider the importance of
documenting a body of knowledge which needed to be
encompassed in the basic education of any camp director and
to explore methods by which that information could be best
disseminated.

During the years 1976-78, the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, U.S. Department *of Health, Education, and
Welfare, funded a three-year project to determine the basic
competencies required of a camp director who worked with
the physkally handicapped. Under the leadership of Dr.

0 .

Dennis Vinton and Dr. Betsy Farley of the University of
Kentucky, research was undertaken that led to the documenta-
tion of the basic components of such education. It was deter-
mined that 95 percent of the information required in educa-
tion of a director of a camp for the physically handicapped
was generic. Only 4 percent or 5 percent related specifically to
the population served.

Meanwhile, the American Camping Association had begun
to recognize that the word "all" in its motto is an obligation
far beyond its extensive efforts over a number of decades to
insure organi7ed camping experiences for children of all racial.
ethnic, arta socio-economic backgrounds. Camps began to ex-
pand their services to a variety of special populations to ncom-
pass all age ranges and persons with a variety of physical and
mental disabilities. The message soon reached the Association
that any camp director education program must help all camp
directors to understand and explore the needs of the new
population the camps were serving. Chief among those new
populations were the campers with physical and mental
disablements.

In 1978, the Association approached the Office of Special
Education. U.S. Department of Education, and reauested
funding for a project to expand its education program based
on the materials developed by Project REACH, a research pro-
ject funded by the Department of Education at the University
of Kentucky; the intent was to include training for directors
working with the handicapped and develop a plan for wider
dissemination of camp director education opportunities.

A subsequent grant from the department resulted in
Project STRETCH and three years of monitoring camp
director education programs, revising and expanding the
basic curriculum for such programs, and developing new
materials for use in expanded programs.

As we near the end of Project STRETCH, the American
Camping Association is pleased to find that the project has
helped to greatly heighten the level of awareness of the handi-
capped and their needs in the camp director community.

This volume is one of several volumes that will insure
"Better Camping for All" in the decades ahead.

Armand Ball,
Executive Vice President
American Camping Association

6
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A Brief Overview

Az you ptepate to embakk on an ACA Home Study Coutze, it
iz impottant to temembet that az in othet ACA educational
oppoktunitiez (inztitutez, -seminaius, managutiatz, etc.),
thete iz a cote cutticutum upon which the coutze iz
bazed. The cote cutticuZum ha's been apptoved by the
cutticutum committee oe the Ametican Camping Azzociation.

Thtough home -study, you will have the oppottu.n-i.ty eon a
one-on-one tetationzhip between you and yout in6ttuctot.
The ikottuctot wilt. be abte to give you hiz/het undivided
attention to Sacieitate youit undenztanchng and maztety
oe the -study matetiae. You will abo be abte to wotk on
yout own time -schedule at yolit own* pace.

A unique 'Seatute oS ACA Home Study .bs out individuatized
apptoach. Recognizing the -special needs oi adutt
teatnem and diSSetencez between individuatz and theit
pteSetencez eot cettain typez oS activitiez, ACA Home
Study Cout'sa have incotpotated an apptoach to aelow each
&comet -some independence in dezigning ka/het .own pean
oe -study with the inzttuctot.

Inzttuctou. In6ttuctonz Sot ACA Home Study Coutisa
ate -selected and as-signed by the Nationat Oeeice on the
baziz oe theit expetience az camp ditectonz ot educatotus
in the atea oe camp adminizttation and theit ability to
eeeectively eacilitate the -study oe othet adwas 'seeking
to incteaze theit knoweedge in the eield oi otganized
camping. Moist ioisttuctou ate happy to coneet by phone
-should you tun into a ptobtem. Yout inzttuctoez phone
numbet L5 lizted in youn tettet oe acceptance.

Coat/se Otganization. Each coutze conziztz oS Souk
phazez. Phaze 1: Bec2in4 with a needz azzezzment to
detetmine whete yout zttengthz and weaknezzez tie in
tetmz oS the ateaz to be coveted, tezoutcez you have
avaiZabte, and quation's ot butning izzuez you wi6h to
have anzweted in.addition to the cukticutum. You ate
at'so coked to compeete a vita detaiteng yout expetience
and pteviouz education.

8



Phaze II: Conziztz o6 the deveZopment o6 a rean 06 ztudy
to be 6ottowed by you and compZeted within twave (12)
MONtili5 06 itz apptovat by yout inzttuctot.. 16 necezzaty,
an extenzion may be apptoved by yout inzttuctot 60t an
additionat iSiX (6) montko.- The pZan 06 wotk iz devetoped
by coopetation between you and yout inzttuctot and it
booed on a iset 06 tecommended Zeatning azzignmen.tz
ptovided (Zezzonz). Note: AU matvLiabs 6tom the
ztudent tequited 60t Phaze I and II ,shoued be zent to
yout inzttuctot withih one week o6 the noti6ication 06
yout inzttuct0ez name and addtezz.

Phaze III: InvoZvez the actuaZ ztudy. The inzttuctot
azzigned iz avaitabZe to you -any time you need him/het
by tettet ot phone to anzwet any ptobtem ateaz ot to com-
ment on youA wotk a6tet. you have compeeted an azzignment.
You may 'send in yout azzignmento one at a tiftle, ot aeZ
at once. A btie6 dizcuzzion on each atea 06 the coutze

aao ptovided in Phaz,% III.

Phaoe IV: Conaudeo the-couAze with an evaCuation o6 yout
wotk by the inzttuctot, 06 the inzttuctot and coutze by
the 6tudent.

Textz: Thete iz mote than one text uzed 6ot each coutze.
Becauze 06 the Zack o6 a comptehenzive text in the 6ieed
o6 camping 6ot mozt ateaz, teadingz ate tequited 6tom a
vatclety o6 zoutcez. Agteement on teadingz which ate
tequited 6ot the coutze iz one o6 the tazkz 06 the pZan
o6 wotk which i4 deveeoped in,Phazez I and II.

Begin Coutze: Az zoon az you teceive yout matetiaez 60t
the coutze, begin wotk.. Lead thtough the 'study guide to
get a 6eeZ 66t the coutoe. CompZete Phaze I and II within
a week o6 teceiving the 'study guide and mait aZZ tequezted
mateAiaa (needz azzezzment, vita, teading Zizt, and
pean o6 wotk) to yout azzigned in4ttuctot.

YOUA inzttuctot witZ teview yout matetiaa and apptove ot
add ateaz to yout pZan o6 wotk. Thiz zhouid be tetutned
to you by yout inzttuctot within one to two weekz. You
wiet then have a maximum 06 twelve (12) monthz to compZete
yout pZan 06 ztudy (i6 needed, you may tequezt a zix
monAz extenzion 6tom yout inzttuctot). Az zoon az you
teceive yout apptoved pZan 06 wotk, begin 'study. You may
6ird it eaziet to put youtzet6 on a time zchedute to
compZete one_atea o6 the coutze pet week and tetutn it to
yout inzttuctot 60t hiz/het commentz, ot you may 6ind Lt
zimpZet to zend in aZe azzignmentz in Phaze III at once.
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Cineuit time (time between youn m L'n94s until pun
inztAuctot AetuAm a maiting to you) taka about two
(2) week's.

Evatuation: Once you have compteted att agnmentis
,ati,s-6actonity, compeete the evatuation 6oitm cald isend
it ditectty to the Nationat ACA 0ee. A couue
cmti6icate o6 comptetion witt then be 'sent to you.

Cancellation and Settlement Policy for ACA Home Study Courses

We ake con6ident you witi be 4ata6ied with yoult pnogitam o6 4tudy thtough
the Amenican Camping Az4ociat(lon. Shoutd you decide to cancet, we pnovide
you with tha Zibetat cancetlation doticy.

A istudemt may teitminate an entottment at any time by noti6ying the ACA
Nationat 066ice.

7. A 'student &equating canceltation within 7 dao a6ten the date
on which the enuttment apptication a 'signed ishatt be given a
teiund o6 ate monieo paid to the Ametican Camping A.s.sociaton (ACA).

2. When cancetting agen tha 7-day petiod, and untit youn in6tnuctot
keceiva the -6iA'st compteted azzignment (Need's Use/s6ment), an
adminatAative 6ee o6 20% on. $25 (the teaot amount) o6 the tuition
iohatt be netained by the ACA.

3. Wet youn in6tnucton neceiva the 6inzt compteted azignment
(Need's Aisement), and pnion to compZetion 06 a Ptan o6 Study,
upon cancettation o6 an ennotement the ACA witt netain an
adminatA4tive 6ee o6 30% o6 the tuition.

4. Wen the tudent Gun compteted the Rean o6 Study, the iotudent
ishatt. be tiabZe 6on the ,6utt tuition and thene witt be no u6und..



The Desired Outcomes of Camp Director Educations

A CAMP DIRECTOR SHOULD BE ABLE TO:

I. Veio.itac. an undmstanding o 6 -the ti6e ,spcm chatacteAiotic,s
and needs o6 the conz-titutenc-Leis which he[s(ie. e)wc and di)Lects
including -the e66ect,s o 6 bio gical , p tjch o o qicae and .5 o cio
CI-LULL/Lae. y.stent..s, CM -the g/Lowth and behav.i..o/L o 6 these peAsono.

To deteitmine which put,so ns he/ -she co utd e/Lv e and identi6u the
6oit h-Ls/he,t camp.

A,s,se.ois hLs / hut. .otteiigtli,s and weak L1C /S /Le eatLo n to 1-&s/ het
Own ph-Lto-oophy and the phito o phy o 6 otheiL petsons i)L -the camp-
ing p-to6e6,6-i_on, co mmu.n.i.ty , and camp , h-i"s /h. e../Leia,to 11,6 (OLth 0 th eA,s,
cold li,Lo/hetz. p.to6e.s.o-Lona c ompetencia.

I V . State . inteApket and de6end hi's/ hut. camp p1L.Loop1uJ, goat.s and
o j ectiv eio and how -they ,te-Eate t o the c mist i_tutekLC,iCA which he /

.rs he. ,s e./Lvm and -the s ciety -in whic h. he/ s he tiv

V . Design a camp p/L o g/Lam to aeve -the go aE-s and o b ectiv e's o 6

heA camp n teims o 6 camp uL deveeopment.

VI . T o devaop and (Ls ti6 ij the. otganizationae_ de s mo-st conducive:
-to the. achiev ement o 6 hLs / heiL camp ' ph.ito,s o phy and o b ectiv

VII . Pe.eop a compiLehemsive 5ta66-&i.g ptan (",n. a tnanne/L which -671ptement,-s
Ii,s/he it camp ' goaLs and aids s / heiL -o-ta66's puLoonae a nd p/Lo
6 es ,s Hat_ g kowth .

VIII. Know the. vatues o6 okgan,Led camping and be. abte to int upkete. iiin
-to pto.opecte patents and ccunpeiDs, ,ota66, and the non- camp corn-
mun-ity Cizn vatied itzsowtce,s and meth o d's .

Deoign a conti_nuouis and comptehc, ive evatuation p/Lo g/Lam
/ he)L camp.o.

X. Anaeuze and deveeop a co mpkeh en-s iv e camp health and -oa6ety ,scpstem
conisi./stent/zuppoitti.ve o6 the camp pltao-oophy, goaeis and

o b jectiveis.

XI. Anatyze and dcw etop a camp ' jçood mice 2scps tern which co a.-

tent and 2suppoUxe o 6 the camp phi-e.o2sophy, goal,s and
obje.ccies.

XII. Anatgze and dev eto p buf.sinerm and 6inanciat ,oy)stems con-oi/stet and
zuppoirt(ive o. the camp phito-so goaez and obIce

XIII. Anatyze and deveto p a comixehmsive ptcul. 6° ,s,ite(25) and 6ac-iLities
management con2siztent and 2supponti_ve o6 the camp phitozophy, go abs,
and o b ectiv .



ACA Home S!ady: Student Instructions

Phaze /: Needs Azzezzment, Reading Lizt, and Vita

Attached a&e the do&mis you need to comptete 60/i Phaze I. Theze
inctude:

/. A Needz Azzezzment Fo&m: Each culfticUtum akea od thi4
couAze iz tizted on the donm with a / to 10 zcate
undetneath the ztatement.

Pteaze /Late youAzetli az, Ottowz:

/ to 2 / have inzuWaient Lnowtedge in th-bs akea

3 to 4 I have knowtedge to identi6y z'ome iiezouncez

5 to 6 I have pe&do&med /some wo&z in thiz a&ea
with azziztance

7 to / have pe&do&med independent woAk o& inzttucted
otheu in th,i4 akea

9 to 10- By viktue od ttoLLning and expetience in thiz akea,
I coutd be catZed upon to appty my expettize
to inztAuct o& conzutt any camp o& conztituency

Space iz at4o p&ovided do& you to comment az to why you
/Lotted oceLSet6 in zuch a mannvi on each topic.

2. Reading Checkti4t To anabte youA inztituctok to make /Leading
azzignmentz, a &ecommended /Leading tizt "bs attached. Pteaze
maida with a check (V) thoze matetiaiz you own o& coutd get
accezz to.

3. VX.-"tA: To gi've yout inztiutatm a bate& undautanding o6
yout backg/Lound, you ake atzo azked to comptete the vita
attached.

Phaze / and II:

Pha4e I and II itemz 4houtd be mailed to the couue in4t&ucto&
(.Uzted in youA coutze acceptance -U.-an.) witkin one week od the
date you Aeceived it.

-5-



Name

Camp Name

No. years camp experience

NEEDS AS9E55,MENT FORM

i

To be completed prior to training by
participant ahd returned to Instructor

.........

Below is a listing of the competencies identified for the managerial you will be taking in Businss Management. For each competency, please
indicate how you would rate yourself in relation to a) your present ability at petforming the task; and, b) the amount of training you feel you needin this area. Use a scale of 1 = low to 10 = high, putting an "X" through the number that best describes your response in each category. Pleaseadd any additional comments yov feel necessary to clarify why you rated your abilit2 as you did.

I. Your PresentCOMPETEWCY

low.

Ability

high low

Amount of Training
I Need

h .11

Comments

1. Knowledge of and ability to identify (1) resources for securing approt.riate
federal, state and local laws and of (2) ACA Standards relating to camp
business management. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

.

2. Knowledge of business management systems, including fiscal operations. 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Knowledge of office management, record keeping and reporting procedures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
a

4. Ability to identify various patterns of ownership and financial arrangements. lc 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Knowledge of various types of insurance coverage available to camps and ability
tO identify professional resources. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Anil,ity to establish a system for the camp's business operation, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Abilit...y'to analyze implications for the camp business operation when serving
the handicapped. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9,10

13



II. The goal of this managerial is "to help the participant gain an
understanding of how to establish and supervise the, camp's business
management program." Please describe what you would like to learn
in this area (special concerns or problems).

-8-



READING CHECKLIST

Please check (V) those publications you own or can get access to.

AVAILABLE THROUGH ACA PUBLICATIONS

CM 07 Wilkinson, Robert E. 1981 Camps, Their Planning and Management.
St. Louis. The C.V. Mosby Company. -Chapter: 9.

CM 01 kodney, Lynn S., and Ford, Phyllis M. 1971. Camp Administration.
New York. John Wiley and Son. Chapter: 12,- and 13.

CM 36 Armand B. and Beverly H. Ball. 1979. Basic Camp Management.
Martinsville, IN. ACA. Chapter: 8, T and 15

CM 39 Robb, Gary. 1979. The Camp Secretary. Lexington, KY.
ProjectpREACH.

CS 01 Camp Standards With Interpretations for the Accreditation of
Organized Camps. 1978. Martinsville, IN. ACA.

MT 01 Herron, Douglas B. 1977. Marketing Manaoement for Social Service
Agencies. 'Association of13rofessional YMCA Directors.

Tips: American Camping Association, Martinsvtlle, IN.
CM 22 Tip #3: Model for An Affirmative'Action Policy.
CM' 23 Tip #4: Check List of Items To Be Included in A Camp Lease

Agreement.
CM 24 Tip #5: FICA/FUTA Tax on Meals and Room
CM 27 Tip #7: Guidelines for Application of Federal Minimum Wage.
CM 30 Tip #8 Equai Opportunity kegulations

OTHER RESOURCES:

"ARMA." Association of Records Managers and Administrators, Inc. 4200 Somerset Dr.,
Suite 215, Prairie Village, KA 66209

Edginton, Christopher R. and John G. Williams. Productive Management of Leisure
Service Organizations. New York: John Wiley and Sons.

"IRM." Information and Records Management, Inc. 250 Fulton Ave., Hempstead, N.Y.
11550

"Modern Office Procedures." The Magazine of Management. Information Processing
and Work Environment. 612 Superior Ave., W. Cleveland, OH 44113.

Rodney, Lynn S. and Robert F. Toalson. Administratlon of Recreation, Parks and
Leisure Services. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1981.
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ARTICLES IN CAMPING MAGAZINE:

Caden, Curtis. "Risk Management Insurance.: V50#6 (May, 1978) p.15
"Car Leasing Plan.: V49#1 (Sept.Oct. 1976) p.27

"Cost of Camping Survey." V53 #4 (March 1981)

Ellis, Jan. "Camping Outlook Good, Says I.U. Economists."

"The'Cost of Camping." V48#4 (March 1976) p. 17
Doucette, Robert. "Tuition Rate Setting for Organized Camps: An Economic
Analysis." V51#6 (May 1979)
Eustic, Dr. Warren. "Legal Access Helps Lessen Director's Worries." V49#2
(January 1977) p.10
Levine, Frank. "Reduce Camp Property Taxes." V51#4 (March 1979) p.10
Poulter, Glenn.. "Starting A Camp." V50#4 (March 1978) p12
"Report Studies Economic Impact of Maine's Organized Camping." V49#3 (February 1977)

Rolfe,Stephanie. "Computers in Camp Management." V50#4.. (March 1979) p.12
Washburn, Frrik. "Sound Budgeting: Key to Successful Camp Operation." V52#4
(March 1980) p.9

ARTICLE(S) IN JOURNAL OF CHRISTIAN CAMPING::

Angelo, Dick. "Camps and Interns Helping Each Other." V10#6 (Nov./Dec.1978)
"Contacting Commercial Suppliers." V.11#2 (March/April 1979) p.35
"Discards and Computers." V12#3 (May/June 1980)
"Do I Need a Permit to Eat My Lunch:" V10#1 (Jan./Feb. 1979) pir
Doddridge, Ben. "Adaption of Business Tools by Christian Camps." V9#3 (May/June
1977) p.13
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IV. Why do yqu want to take th44 couAse?
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Phase II: Plan of Study for ACA Home Study Course

On pages 17 and 18, you will find a list of recommended learning

activities for this course. You are not limited to these activitie

in developing your proposed plan. However, you must select or

propose at least one activity for each competency listed and

describe how and when you will report it to the instructor on the

Plan of Study form attached.

Your instructor will review your plan and make any changes or

additions he/she deems necessary to approve it. Once your plan is

approved by your instructor and returned to you, you have 12 months

from the date the work plan was approved to complete all assignments

and return them to your instructor. If you cannot complete the work

by the end of the 12 months, you may request a 6-months extension

. from your instructor.

Your Plan of Study for Phase II should be submitted to your instructor

with the items requested for Phase I.



NNIE

ACA HOME STUDY

INDIVIDUALIZED PLAN OF WORK

COURSE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Below is a listing'of the competencies required for this course. For each competency please identify what you wouldlike to do to gain knowledge and demonstrate your understanding of this area. This should be returned for your In-
structor's approval. Your Instructor will make additional suggestions on your Plan of Study. You then have 12 monthsto complete all Work. PLEASE BE SPECIFIC AS POSSIBLE IN COMPLETING YOUR PLAN.

,

Ln
1

COMPETENCY STUDENT'S PROPOSED PLAN
(To be completed by student)

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS
(To be completed by Instructor)

Knowledge of:

1. Federal, State, Local Laws and
ACA Standards related to camp
business management

2. Business Management system in-
cluding fiscal operations.

3. Office Management, reCord keep-
ing, and reporting procedures.

"arlous ypes o insturance
coverage available to camps
and professional resources.

'al 1 to:

1. Identify various patterns of
ownership and financial
arrangements.

21
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COMPETENCY STUDENT'S PROPOSED PLAN
(To be completed by student)

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS AND ADDITIONS
(To be completed by Instructor)

2. Establish a system for the
camp's business operatior,

2 3



FOR STUDENT INFORMATION ON PLAN OF WORK FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT MANAGERIAL

The following is a list of suggested learning activities for the Bus'ness
Management Mangerial.

You are not limited to these activities in developing your proposed plan. How-
ever, you must propose at least one activity for each competency listed, and
describe how you will report it to the Instructor.

1. Knowledge of Federal , State, Local Laws, and ACA Standards Related
to Camp Business Management.

a. Prepare a list of all laws and standards which effect the
camp business operation.

b. Visit representative(s) of the various state/federal/county
agencies which enforce laws and regulations required, when
operating a camp. Develop a list of those which must be
handled periodically (yearly, monthly and those which must be
handled on a regular basis).

2. Knowledge of Business Management Systems Including Fiscal Operations.

a. Prepare a chart of your camp's business management systems
(purchasing, budgeting, personnel, record keeping etc.), who
is responsible, frequency or date to be prepared, key procedures
involved.

u. Read Braumback's How to Operate a Small Business, or another
book on business management. Summarize the principles of office
management you learned which you feel would-be helpful to your
camp's business operations.

3. Knowledge of Office Management, Record Keeping, and Reporting
Procedures.

a. Visit a damp business manager/director and discuss their ' usiness
management system and office management practices.

b. Attend a'demonstration of a minicomputer and evaluate the app-
licability of a new system (such as a computer) to facilitate
your camps' office management and record keeping.

4. Knowledge of Various Types of Insurance Coverage Available to Camp
And Professional Resources.

a. Contact an experienced insurt.nce broker who handles camp insurance
and determine various types of insurance coverage available for
a camp-risk management plan.

b. Visit two other camps and determine what types of insurance
coverage and limits their camps carry.



Page Two- Business Management

5. Ability to Identify Various Patterns of Ownership and Financial
Arrangements

a. Call your camp attorney and find out what options an agency or
privately owned camp can select in terms of ownership (incorporat-
ing, nonprofit, etc.), and financing.

b. Visit a private and an an-Agency Camp Director. Discuss their
pattern of camp ownership, its strengths and weaknessess.

6. Ability to Establish a System for the Camp's Business Operation.

a. Study the camp business operation of two camp operations
Evaluate their business systems consistency and support for their
camp philosophy, goals, and objectives.

b. Summarize, ani-lyze, and discuss the relationship of your caAp's
business management system to the total camp operation.

SS.(4/81) -18-



Phase III. Learning Assignments

A brieflintroduction/discussion has been written for you to read along with

each area you will study.

This information is to be used as "food" for thought as a starting point

for information. It is not the extent of the information you need to know

from each area of study.

Also contained in this section are copies of the ACA Home Study Learning

Activity Report. Please attach a copy of this form to the front of each

assignment as listed on the Plan of Study approved by your instructor. You

may send in more than one assignment at a time.

Should you have problems with an assignment, your instructor is only a phone

call away. The instructor's name is listed on your letter of acceptance.

You have one year from the date your plan of work was approved.by your

instructor to complete all work ubless he/she has granted you an extension.

Good luck!



BUSINESS MANAGERIAL

/Lesson One/

Competency Area(s): Knowledge of business management'systems, including
fiscal° operations.

Ability to establish a system for the camp's business
operation.

Suggested Readings: Camps: Their Planning and Management, p. 16-60,
257-277

Marketing Management for Social Service Agencies
Camp Administration, p. 28-48
"Computers in Camp Management", Camping Magazine,
March, .1979 (Appendix)

Objectives: 1) The student will analyze him/herself in terms of the kind
'of administrator that, he/she is and will be able to assess
the managament skills which are needed to improve upon the
administration skills.

2) The student will list the five basic administrative pro-
cesses and explain how each is important tO the camp-
operation.

3) The student will diagram the ideal organizational structure
for a camp which he/she is familiar.

4) The student will describe the management system used in
his/her camp.

Discussion:

To reach the goals and objectives of any camp, it is necessary to

have a management system which makes the best use of the resources which

are available for the camp. The role of the manager is tO meet the goals

of the organization. To do this, the manager must use the resources and

tools which are. available.

To be an effective manager and to create a real management system

within a Camp, themanager must possess a number of conceptual, human,

'and technical skills. As A camp manager, an,Individual muSt become aware

of.the kinds of skills needed ,and'seek to find how to better reach the

organization's goals. Taking this course is an excellent way to begin

-21-
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to do just that.

No matter which particular system one uses to manage the camp (MBO,

PERT, PPBS or whatever) , there are'several specific administrative pro-

cesses which must be addressed. The first process involves planning or

looking ahead and developing a carefdlly organized course of action. This

doesn't just mean responding to problems when they occur but anticipating

them and trying to identify and plan for possible situations. The camp

director is ultimately responsible for what-h-appens at camp, but it is

always a good idea to involve the staff as much as possible in.planning

for the camp session.

Organizing is a second administrative process. It consists,of

dividing and grouping the work that should be done and defining the.

established relationships between individuals who do this work: An

important part in the- organizing process is delegating. Obviously

the camp *director can't be everywhere all the time, so he/she must

know how to delegate and supervise others in performing many of the tasks.

Closely related to the process of organizing is that of coordination.

Coordination within the camp means unifying and integrating the numerous

parts of the camp into a smooth working order. The larger and more com-

plex the camp, the greater the neecl for good coordination between units,

specialties, and staff positions. The coordination process can be

strengthened by instituting effective communication means, using organi-

zational charts, and regular supervision.

The fourth process is the process of initiating action and is re-

ferred to as directing. This is the act of translating the plans into

ACTION. There are many ways which this can be approached, but the key

element is leadership which is needed to reach the camp's goals.

0



:.The last process most commonly done in anyipmanagement system is

evaluation. This may be one of the most important processes, yet research

shows us that itt is the least often done. Many methods for evaluation

'exist and it is essential that a camp set up some kind of plan for evalu-

ation of its program as well as its staff.

Every camp has as part of its management system some kind of organi-

zational structure. Some of these are highly informal and others are

very formal. A system of organization shows the relationship of people

to each other and indicates the functions and duties of the individuals.

A diagram for the camp organizational system is often very helpful in

depicting the relationships which exist.

The development of a management system and the implementation of such

a system into a .camp may be an evolving process. New systems are con-

tinually tried by creative managers. In addition, new technologies,

such as computers, are becoming helpful in the process of updating

management systems. Many good books exist on the various kinds of

management systems and,each camp must determine what is best for that

particular camp.

Activities:

a. Prepare a chart of your camp's business management systems
(purchasing, budgeting, personnel, record keeping, etc). Who,is respon-
sible, frequency or date to be prepared, and what key procedures are
involved?

b. Read Brauback's How to Operate a Small Business, or another, book
on business management. 'Summarize the principles of office management
you learned which you feel would be helpful to your camp's business
operations.

crStudy the cainp bUsiness operation of two camp operations. Evalu-
ate their business systems consistency and support for the camp philo7
Sophy, goalS,,and objectives.

d. Summarize, analyze, and discuss the relationship of your camp's
business management system to the total camp operation.
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Review:

Can you 1) Describe what is meant by technical,'cacceptual, and'human
skills?

2) Give an example of how you use the five administrative
processes in your camp?

3) Draw your camp's organizational structure.

4) Explain the philosophy behind the management system used
at your camp?

5) Describe five ways which could make your business operation
more efficient?

-24-



BUSINESS MANAGERIAL

/Lesson Two/

Competency Area: Knowledge of officemanagement, record keeping, and
reporting procedures.

Suggested Readings': Administration of Recreation, Parks, and Leisure
Services
.Camp Secretary
Camps: Their Planning and Management, p. 212-218
Camp Administration, 310-324

"Sound Budgeting: Key To Successful Camp
Operation." Camping_ Magazine (March 1980) (Appendix)

Objectives: 1) The student will identify the kind of tasks which occur in
a camp office setting.

2) The student will list the kinds of office equipment that
are necessary for effective office operations.

3) The student will design appropriate office records which
are needed in a camp operation.

4) The student will write appropriate job descriptions for
office staff including the secretary, business manager,
and the camp director.

Discussion:

Because very few camps possess all the resources which are needed to

reach all the camp or agency goals, it is especially important that the

available time and resources are managed wisely. An efficient office

management system ca'n reflect very well on the camp and the administrator.

BeSides that, it is just plain good business practice to conduct business

in an orderly and efficient manner. This orderly and efficient practice

includes defined office procedures, usable equipment, record keeping

procedures, and methods for procuring reports and information easily.

Most campS have some kind of administrative center...at camp. This

center should serve as the place where a large number of the business

functions are carried out including correspondence, preparing reports,
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filing materials, ordering equipment.and supplies, and maintaining count-

less records. The business office also may serve as the reception and

communication center for the camp. Regardless of the size of the camp,

all these kinds of activities are required.

Many camps will have a camp secretary and/or a business manager who

take care of many of the administrative record keeping procedures. The

business manager is generally responsible for the business aspects in-

cluding food service, health center, and property management. The job

can be very extensive. This job, however, may also be the camp director's

or camp administrator's depending upon the staff used. The camp secretary

is an essential jcb. He or she is usually responsible for such business

operations as bookkeeping, maintaining files, clerical duties, recep-

tionist; managing the telephone, and managing supplies.

The use of modern office equipment is an important consideration as

a sound business investment. The size of the camp and the amount of work

transacted may affect what is required for equipment. In addition to

equipment, the camp administrator should also consider the physical

environment of the camp and the use of space within the office which can

lead to greater efficiency.

Every camp.uses record and reports. They are used to provide data

for appraisal and evaluation to show the scope of camp program service,

to give statistical comparisons of service, and to provide the basic

information needed to meet the goals and objectives of the camp. Records

are of many types and kinds, but can generally classified into six cate-

gories: .Administrative, program, personnel, property, financial, and

miscellaneous. Examples of these include buying guides, health reports,

present and past camp activity schedules, personnel records of staff,
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accident and first aid treatment reports, lists of camp properties, budget

data, purchase orders, and many more items such as these. Each operation

of the camp requires certain records. The ACA standards outline additional

items which should be considered in setting up the office management system.

Attivities:

a. Visit a camp business manager/director and discuss their business
management system and office management practices.

b. Attend a demonstration of a minicomputer and evaluate the ap-
plicability of a new system (such as a computer) to facilitate your camp's
office management and record keeping.

Review:

1. If you were planning the orientation for your camp secretary,
what are the key things which you would definitely want to cover?

2. Your camp has suggested that you may be able to buy a mini-
computer for use at camp. What are some of the ways which this could
be used?

3. Deyelop a filing system procedure for your Camp and justify why
you have arranged it as you have.
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BUSINESS MANAGERIAL

/Lesson Three/

Competency Area: Ability to identify various patterns of ownership and
financial arrangements.

Suggested Readings: Productive Management of Leisure Service Organizations
Camp Administration, p. 258-278
Camps: Their Planning and Management, p. 219-233

"Tuition Rate Setting for Organized Camps", Camping
Magazine, May, 1979 (Appendix)

Objectives: 1) The student will list the variety of sources from which
income comes.

2) The student will describe the kinds of items which fall
under the headings of capital income and current or
operating income.

3) The student will explain the value to the camp of
budgeting.

4) The student will complete a hypothetical-budget using
the prescribed steps.

5) The student will set up an accounting system for a
budget which has been completed.

Discussion:

In today's day of accountability, inflation, and concerns aboUt

economic issues, it becomes extremely important that camp administrators

be concerned with sound fiscal Management and various forms of financial

arrangements.

Financing a camp enterprise is concerned primarily with two elements:

the securing of inCome and the expenditure of income. The,receipt of in-

come may be dependent on the kind of camp 'and the purpose of the operation.

However, as time goes on, the "balancing Of the budget" or profit motive

is becoming more important for many camps which have often been highly

subsidized in the past. Fiscal accountability is likely to become a
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a greater issue in the future.

Camps generally receive most of their income from camper fees.

Additional sources of income may come from agencies, community chests,

service clubs, foundations, governmental programs, rentals, and other

sources. Every camp director should know where the money is coming from

and how much is available for meeting expenses and/or making a profit.

Getting the most for the money by eliminating waste and developing staff

efficiency is important.

Camp expenditures generally fall into the areas of current or oper-

ating expenditures and capital improvements. Operating expenses are

those day to day spending which are necessary to carry on programs;

capital expenditures are meant for outlays of items that result in the

acquisition or addition of fixed assets such as land, buildings, remod-

eling, equipment, etc. Capital expenditures may be financed by current

income, loans, special fund drives, sale of stock, lease agreements, or

foundations.

Budgeting is an essential activity for any camp. The camp budget

is basically a plan which is based upon an analysis of the camp and its

needs. The budget substitutes planning for mere chance in fiscal oper-

ations and acts as a fiscal control.

The.budgeting process consists of three sta4es: preparation, au-

thorization, and control. Some guidelines to consider in budget pre-

paration include early peparatiori, realism and accuracy, equitable

distribution, cooperative Preparation, flexibility, and good supportive

data. Most orgardzations tove\some kind of hudgeting system estahlished\

pertaining to line itemS or program budgeting. The process must be begin

early since good budget preparation takes a great deal of time.
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To ensure that camp administrators do not overspend in budget cat-

gories, some kind of careful accounting procedures must be established.

The accounting system must classify all revenue on the income side of

the budget and reflect any change that had not been anticipated when the

budget was established. Regular balance sheets must be provided and con-

trol sheets should be kept for every budget account so the budget admini-

strator knows exactly what budget balance remains. Another facet of good

accounting is a regular audit. It serves to check on how well the-ad-

ministrator has managed the budget.

Budgeting and budget control may be one of the most important

functions of the camp administrator if camps are to have the fiscal re-

sources necessary to operate. Each camp will have a different process,

but the value and outcomes are universal.

Actiyities:

a. Call your camp attorney and find out what options an agency or
privately awned camp can select in terms of ownership (incorporating,
nonprofit, etc., and financing).

b. Visit a private and an Agency Camp Director. Discuss their
pattern of camp ownership, its strength and weaknesses.

c. Study your camp's budgets and expenditures over the past five
years. What changes have occurred in fiscal management of your parti-
cular operation.

Review:

1. How might campS be financed?

2. What options ere available in terms of ownership?

3. Where might money be procured for capital improvements?

4. What are 'the practical advantages of a budget?

5. ,What kinds of budgeting are there?

6. What are the most widely used accounting classifications for
recreation type enterprises?

7. How does one go about collecting data for developing a budget?
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BUSINESS MANAGERIAL

/Lesson Four/

Competency Area: Knowledge of various types of insurance coverage available
to camps and ability to identify professional resources.

Suggested Readings: Camp Administration, p. 279-293
Camps: Their Planning and Management, p. 233-239

"Risk Management Insuranc"
Camping Magazine (May 19-i8) (Appendix)

Objectives: 1) The student will differentiate between the major kinds of
camp insurance: liability, property, medical, and workers
compensation.

2) The student will identify the kinds of coverage needed in
a camp.

3) The student will identify where more information about
insurance can be found.

Discussion:

Because of the rise in kinds, number, and sizes of lawsuits involving

camps, camp insurance premiums have risen to a.high level in recent years.

No camp can afford to be without adequate coverage, but the camp director

must know what is considered "adequate" for the particular camp and its

needs. In general there are two kinds of coverage: 1) coverage to pro-

tect in case of litigation against the camp amd the staff, and 2) coverage

to protect the physical property including the site, facilities, and

equipment.

Comprehensive liability is widely accepted today as the most vital

area of well-planned insurance programs. Liability insurance is designed

to protect the camp and its staff from a charge of negligence. Mar-,

types of policies,can be drawn. Regardless of the type, the person re-

sponsible for insurance coverage must be sure that all risks are cOvered.

The most important include: products coverage, malpractice, independent

contractor coverage, independent program services coverage, high-risk

activities, and staff coverage.
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Automobile insurance may or may not be written in connection wit..11 Ehe

comprehensive liability policy. This is a critical area in the camp's in-

surance coverage.

Camp property insurance includes fire, vandalism, snow damage, and

the like. The most popular practice today is to carry "all risk" pro-

perty protection. It covers any risk of direct physical loss.

Medical insurance is carried by almost all camps. Campers and staff

alike should be covered in these policies. All policies include coverage

for accident medical expenses, sickness medical expenses, accidental death

benefits, and dismemberment benefits. Insurance is also available to

cover high-risk activities within the camp program under a special rider.

Worker's compensation is a form of accident and sickness coverage for

camp staff and could be included in medical insurance. However, the com-

plexities of the Act require special consideration and the camp admini=

strator must know the regulations of the state surrounding worker's com-

pensation. Ignorance of the law is not valid if an employee is injured.

Coverage ag it pertains to volunteers, outside contractors, and "experience

credits", should be determined by the laws of each state.

ACA Standards offer further guidelines regarding the kinds of in-

surante needed. The camp director must know where to obtain information

about coverage benefits and must work with an efficient insurance agent

who understands the need for coverage in thE camp situation.

Activities:

a. Contact an exPerienced insurance broker who handles camp in-
surance and determine various types of insurance coverage available for

a Camp risk management plan.

b. Visit VATO other camps and determine what types of insurance
coverage and limits their camps carry.

3 Jo
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BUSINESS MANAGERIAL

/Lesson Five/

Competency Area(s) : Knowledge of the federal, state, and local laws and
ACA standards related to camp business management.

Ability to analyze implications for the camp business
operation when serving the handicapped.

Suggested Readings: ACA Standards, A-5A & B-1-B-23
Basic Camp Management, p.-118-129
"Reduce Camp Property Taxes by Knowing State Laws"
Camping Magazine; March 1979 (Appendix)

Objectives: 1) The student will locate the state and local laws pertaining
to management of the camp.

2) The student will interpret the ACA standards that apply
specifically to business management.

3) The student will explain how sound business management
enhances the services which can be provided to the handi-
capped.

Discussion:

Practices of business management including fiscal management and in-

surance requirements may vary from state to state. Certainly the kinds

of taxes paid and the requirements for reporting may vary across states

and even between the sponsorships of camps. Persons who have been camp-

ing for sometime are probably aware of many of these laws and regulations.

In addition, legal Counsel and insurance brokers can interpret to the camp

director the direct implication of a state's special laws. State statutes

and administrative laws are cOntinually being added and changed. The wise

camp director,will be aware of the kinds of requirements which affect camp

management from business management points of view.

-The ACA Standards have a number of suggestions for the development of

sound, common sense business practices. Not only should procedures be

written down, but certain kinds of insurance coverage and risk management
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plans are mandated. Anyone who has been an ACA visitor or who has had

- their camp visited will be aware of these. Others will need to make sure

they understand hcw the Standards are interpreted.

Just as overall sound management practices contributes to the overall

camp goals, so are handicapped individuals benefited by efficient manage-

ment. The provision of services by using camp resources most effectively

will result in a better camp experience for.all and will help the staff's

work to be done in a manner which will encourage the continuation of camp

experiences which contribute to the growth of all campers.

Activities:

a. Prepare a list of all laws and standards which effect the'camp
businesF.; operation.

a

b. Visit representatives of the variOus state/federal/county agen-
cies which enforce laws and regulations required°when operating a camp..
Develop a list of those which must be handled periceically (yearly,
monthly) and those which must be handled. on A regular basis.

Review: Are the following statements true or false. Consult your ACA
Standards booklet for the answers:

1. Observable evidence of all insurance coverage is needed for the
camIS visit.

2. The two factors involved in a liabflity policy are bodily injury
liability, and property damage liability.

3. It is a waste of time to have an inyentory of non-expendable
equipment.

4. All camps must have a budget.

5. Every camp should have a risk management plan.

6. It is not necessary to have health and accident coverage pro-
vided for each camper.

7. Vehicles which transport campers and staff require high limits
of-liability coverage._,

8. It is not necessary to have legal counsel available.
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ACA Horne Study Learning Activity Report

Th Aepont coven A.eet A.outd be attached to the 6Aont'oCeaCh individuaZ
a/mignment. (See the Pean o6 WoAk aopnoved by youA ikotnuctoA.) Rettan th/s.
6oAm to you/L co,signed in:stAuctm..

NAME COURSE

STREET Recul o6 WoAk A44ignmentALjt peanned
activity pcom Pean, o identqy Com-

CITY. petency Akea numbek)

STATE, ZIP

Date Submi_tted Irotnucton'6 Name

INSTRUCTOR'S COMMENTS ON THIS ASSIGNMENT:

/votnuctoe4s SignatuAe Date

STUDENT'S COMMENTS ON, OR OUEBTIONS ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT: (Quation,s you may have
co you 4ubmit thi6, on ,6u1theA quutiovo you may wiA to Ae,submit a6ten keceiving
the inistAuctoe6 comments.)



Phase IV: Evluation

Once you have completed all assignments and your instructor has

notified you of your satisfactory completion of all course work,

please,fill out the attached evaluation form on the course and

instructor. This should be returned in the envelope provided to

the National ACA Office.

The National ACA Office will then send you a certificate of course

completion once they receive the instructor's report and your evaluation.

Congratulations -- you have finished the course:

j
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FoA Student to Comptete Ratan diAect4 to ACA,Nationat Niice

NAME

ACA Home Study Course and Instructor Evaluation Form

ADVRESS

COURSE INSTRUCTOR

Ptecoe hap U6 imp&ove the Home Study ,sy,stem by evatuating the 6oltowing:

1. To what extent wais the comise action °Aiented? Cowed you appty what you have
ZeaAned 6.tom cocooe?

2. How con6ident do you 6eet in you& ab.ility to impeement the in6oAmation p&aented
in a camp )setting?

3. To what extent weLe you& own educationat need's met by thiz couAbe?

Minimum Extent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 MaximUm Extent

4. ptease Aate the 6oZeowing item. 1.1,se the 6oZtowing 'scot& o.6 1 POOk and
10 - Exceteent.

PooA Excettent

a. App&op&iatena's o6 6o&mat to cou&se goaLs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b.

c.

OveAxel o&ganization o6 the couitise

Length o cou&se in teAw (36 coveAing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

d.

the ,subject

CZatity o6 inist&uctionz 6&om ACA and

12345678910
yout intAuctot

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

e. Mtn o WoAk devetoped with inztAuctot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Ci/Lcuit time tioA in6oAmation /sent t.o youA
inAtAuctok (amount o,6 time between when
you ,sent in an a,mignment and Lts tetaAn
to you)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

g. Guidance ptovided by youA in6tAuctoA
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

h.

i.

Pitepakedne.s's o6 YOUA in)st&ucto&

Abitity youA inztAuctoA to ciaAi y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

p&obtem 123456789 10
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5. Did thiz'coume meet with youA expectation's? Why OA why not?

6.. What weAe the majm .stnengthz o6 thiA couh4e?

7. What zugge.o,t(lonz do you have 6m impuying thi's couue?

8. WeAe the ifead.Lngo app/fop/fiate and adequuie 6m.the com6e? 76 not, why?

9. Woued you Aecommend youA in4tAucto/f conduct anothuf home istudy couivse? Why
OA why got?

10. Did youA inztAuctm make zu66icient comment's on youA azzignment6?

11. Bused on youA expe/fience, woad you Aecommend ACA Home Study to a Ofiend?

12. AO othet comments:

THANKS!



LESSON #1 APPENDIX

Computers in camp management
They use time efficiently for routine Office details

by Stephanie Rolfe

Aflurry of activity at Camp Thoreau
early laSt April heralded the arrival of
a new, in-house computer system.
Four short trips up the stairs and
Robert Wood., the assistant manager.
had single-handedly transferred from
his station wagon all the equipment
that was to take the drudgery out of
bookkeeping, mailing, records
*eeping. and other routine procedures
done by management or staff'.
Installation went on behind closed
doors. It was interrupted when Wood
trekked back to his wagon carrying one
major component. There was, it
seemed, a breakdown.

''There it goes,'' observed a
Thoreau staffer, "back to Wheeler
Three." (Wheeler Three is the nearby
psychiatric hospital.)

Today skepticism has vanished. The
computer is a busy, productive, and
highly respected member of the team.
What does the bookkeeper think of hcr
new function as "Data Processing
Operator?" "It is fun," she says,

. moving on to fill in the four hours a dav
no longer devoted to accounts
receivable. Rob Wood and his
corporate colleagues know for sure
that, within two years of installation.
the computer syStem will bring a
return on investment through savings
on staff time for accounts receivable,
with further gains in numerous other
clerical functions,

Camp Thoreau is a small, private
day camp in Concord, MA. It is
affiliated with the Thoreau Indoor
Tennis Club.and with the Thoreau
Swim and Tennis Club adjacent to the
camp. All are owned, managed, and
operated by the Pulis family. A central
building serves as club house and
office building for this trilateral, year-
round operation. Permanent staff
members handle corporate and fiscal
administration, public relations,
records and. clerical duties,
enrollments, and other "non

-program camp business. These
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permanent employes divide their time
between the three corporate entities.
Because each business has a different
peak season. there is plenty of work for
everyone all year.

Establishe'd in 1951, Camp Thoreau
now has an average capacity of 220
campers. They enroll for two, four, six
or eight weeks during an eight-week
seasonfroni the end ofJone until
mid-August. In 1978 about 400
children attended camp. In addition to
the usual kinds of paperwork involved
in this kind of camp, there is the
time-consuming job of arranging
transportation for those who elect to
purchase "taxi service' through the
camp office. Sonic families waiver and
make frequent changes of plan: each
change creates more paperwork and
opportunity for error.

Of the features that relate
particularly to the Thoreau
administrative situation. three should
be noted here. First, there is on the
staff a permanent member with the
capability to develop computer
programs and to supervise their-use'
and application. Robert Wood teaches
mathematics and computer science in
a junior high school. After school
hours, and during weekends and
vacations (including all summer) he
works in various capacities for
Thoreau. With a bachelor's degree in
mathematics education from
Northeastern University, he currently
is working towards his master's
degree in computer science at Boston
University. Wood has experience in
bookkeeping and accounting. and has
held positions in camps ranging from
counselor to program director.

A second point is that by the fall of
1977 the full-time bookkeeper was
beginning to be overloaded with work,
with at least six hours per day taken up
with accounts receivable. On an
annual basis, these entries average out
at 80 percent for tennis and swimming,
and 20 percent for camp, with uneven
distribution according to season.

Finally, business both at the camp
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and at thc club was increasing and
promised to continue to do so.

But bookkeeping is only one part of
the story. Many of the club and camp
clerical tasks involve simple,
time-consuming work that lends itself
to a computer operation. Both
organizations provide a service, and it
is the nature of such enterprises to
require volumes of publicity, docu-
mentation, follow-up, listsjobs that
arc expensive in manpower.

The time, at Thoreau, was right for a
change.

What is meant by a computer
system? At Thoreau the system was
envisaged in two parts: the programs
(software) and the equipment
(hardware). The software would be
developed by the assistant
managerthat is, he would design the
programs that tell the equipment what
to do.

The hardware would consist of four
pieces of equipment:

I. A computerthe central
processing unit

2. A disk storage unitequipment
to hold interchangeable disks on which
information is stored

3. A video display terminal
t ypewriter keyboard by which operator
"instructs equipment, with TV-type
scyeen to display information

4. A printerprints rapidly, direct
from coMputer. on paper, statements,
hawk

In considering the purchase of a
computer system, Thoreau
management used theSe criteria: 1)
The system must be operator oriented;
that is, it must be simple to use and to
maintain; 2) It should use a common
language, such as "Basic." Basic
language usually is the one first taught
to computer system students. A high
school math student should be able to
work with it without difficulty; and 3)
The hardware cost and cash
expenditure for software should be



recoverable, through manpower
savings, within two years. For Thoreau
this allowable cost amounted to aboUt
$8,000 for hardware and about-$2,000
for software.

Todd Pulis, vice president and
general manager of Thoreau. joined
Rob Wood in a search for hardware.
They visited computer shows and
dealers and studied literature. Other
computer owners gave advice.
Computer companies demonstrated
their products and systemsWang,
Data General. Digital, and IBM.
Almost every system cost in excess of.
$15.000 for hardware alone. They were
ruled out.

The system chosen is a relatively
new one, put out by Alpha Micro
System of Irvine, CA. That company
makes the computer, while the other
components are manufactured
elsewhere.

The system has a 48 K memory
meaning that 48.000 characters can be
stored. A Dual Floppy-Disk System. by
Icom. provides the magnetic media
storage system. Everything that is to
be stored-permanently goes onto the
disk that holds about .56.000
characters. It uses Basic language,

The cost for the hardware was about
S8,000; delivery was in about four
weeks.

The complete array of equipment
takes up very little space. The printer
console stands on the floor occupying
about 2 x 2 feet of floor space, and is
desk height. The other three items fit
easily onto one small desk top.
Operation of the video display unit is
almost silent. The printer can be run
with about the same noise as an
electric typewriter. No special
electrical wiring is required. Power
consumption is no more than that
required by several typewriters.

Schedule for Sofiware Development
and System Phase-in
/975/6
Seeds of the idea. Rob Wood
purchases his own terminal, works oft
and on in spare time to develop basic
accounts receivable package.
/977
Jutw Wood hauls terminal to
Thoreau. tries out programs using
time-sharing computer:Gets program
working in tandem with accounts
receivable manual system.
Aug. Proving time for software.
Programs run in parallel with manual
system for entire month. Comparison
of time taken to do manual posting and
that of data entry into computer. to run
analVsis. to do statements.
Conclusion: time.savings great!
Project other uses for computer
membership lists, mailing lists,

documentation for camp. Green light
given for this system.
Sept.-March (1978) Research into
hardware systems. Concurrent with
expansion of club house facilities and
programs.
/978
March Placed order for Alpha Micro
System. April delivery requested.
Weekly chase on supplier.
April Delivery. installation.
Adaptation of program to this
equipment. Find that new equipment
is smaller, but more powerful.
May Continue f3 develop program
and system.

The computer is a busy,
productive, and highly
respected member of the
team.

,June Key in and debug new system
in tandem with manual system. Fun
month of programming and data entry.
Comparison of two systems. More
errors in manual. Creation of computer
master account filename, address.
telephone number, and status for 800
club and 400 camp accounts.
July Bookkeeper has full month of
data entry both on computer and
manually. Major agreement on entries
between systems. Where errors occur
it N due to misallocation of entries, not
system. New sales slip developed to
minimize.errors of allocation.
,4ug. Analysis of three-month trial
indicate okay to discard manual
One-Write-Business-System for
accounts receivable, and to discard
Addressograph system for lists for
camp and club. Once system running.
bookkeeper finds her data entry time
reduced daily from six hours to two
hours. She is given other duties within
theorganization.
Fall '78 Computer in full operation.
Keeps track of accounts receivable.
membership lists. inquiry lists, prints
statements and mailing labels.

Creation of master file for camp
year, and one for camp inquiries.
-System permits cross refereneing,
updating, information transfer.
Information can be printed out directly
onto mailing labels.

All promotional material for winter
tennis club mailed out froM computer
lists via computer labels. Preparation
of camp promotional mailings .
similarly accomplished. Time saving is
very substantial.
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Once a computer joins the staff,
more and more uses are found for it.
Management is constantly evaluating
what can and should be done by people
and what by machine. Camp is a place
for people. Many tasks, and all
judgments, remain the responsibility
of the staff. The individual and the
personal approach. these are of
.primary concern at Camp Thoreau.

But in mechanical, routine matters
where accuracy and efficient and
econOmical use of time areparamount,
then the computer comes into its own.
Monthly billings, for example, are now
reaching the post officeby 5 p.m. on
the first working day after the end of
each month. In pre-computer days
monthly statements for the Thoreau
1.200 accounts were not mailed out
until about five days after the end of
the month.

For the coming camp season all
promotional materials,will be
addressed by the computer using
camper lists and inquiry lists from
previous seasons. Complete
applications will be processed through
the system to provide lists giving
camper information. financial data, to
enable the preparation of selective
mailings to complete registration and
enrollment, and preliminary
assignment of campers to units.
Transportation should become a
painless administrative operation. The
computer will keep track of those
families who wish tduse the taxi
service and those who do not, and will
present lists by town and camp period.

Inventories can be maintained
through the computer. This is a
particular boon to the pro shop staff at
the tennis club. Staff payrolls can bc
put into the system.

At Thoreau the Use of a computer
system is new: it has really only just
begun. It works; it saves money; and it
will continue to grow.

There are a few points that either
need emphasis or that may not have
previously been mentioned. In brief.
they are: Thoreau may be unusual in
having an affiliation with another
business that assures a year-round
combined operation. It.may also be
exceptional in having the staff
capability to develop and maintain its
own software.

For economy in this size of
operation. a computer should have
year-round use. As a rule of thumb,
where a camp/business employs a
full-time, year-round bookkeeper
wiiose time is hard pressed due to
work load, then a computer system of
the type described above may be a
good investment.



The only aspect of the Thoreau
accounting system that has been
changed to a computer operation iS the
accounts receivable. Accounts payable
transactions are too few to merit
transfer. Payroll, during the summer
when camp counseloN are hired, may
be changed over to a computer
operation.

Over and above the savings in the
accounts department, the time and
effort needed to maintain lists, to
prepare and send out mailings, to
acquire data is so reduced through a
computer program that it provides a
most persuasive argument in favor of
the system.

If a camp operation is too small to
carry. the cost of a computer system,
thought could be given to sharing it
with an outside business. For this to
work at a second site some additional
hardware would have to be installed at
a cost of about $1,500, plus another
SI ,000 for a terminal. There will be a
charge for the telephone line and
service to connect the two sites. The
printer at the camp could almost
certainly be used for both operations
without additional capital
expenditure.

One final word of cautionsmall,
"personal.' computers of the kind now
on the market at comparatively low
cost cannot meet the needs of a camp
or smali business such as the one
described here. It is unrealistic to
expect to purchase a uLeful system
without an expenditure of at least
SIO,000. In addition, considerable time
and expertise must be spent in
planning, analysis, research, and the
kind of legwork that carries no price
tag.

For Thoreau it has been well worth
the effort. Ei

Stephanie Rolfe is A dm in ist rative
Director at Camp Thoreau. Robert
Wood provided the technical and
chronological infirmation
relating to the installation of the
system at Thoreau.
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LESSON

Sound budgeting: key to
successful camp operation

Successful financial management of
the modern camp can be attributed
more to the philosophy and attitude of
the director than to all other factors.

An in-depth look at the characteris-
tics of successful or failing operations
will eventually focus on the human
factor. In brief, the personal
philosophy, attitude, and posture of
the director as they,relate to financial
management is more important than
any other aspect. This is evident by
observing that camp directors have
experienced financial problems
in both good times and bad.

It is useful first to differen-
tiate between a successful
and failing camp situation: A
successful camp will be opera-
ting at or near optimum
capacity. It will not only
have a balanced budget, but
will be producing cash reserves
equal to a reasonable and pru-
dent depreciation schedule
for both buildings and equip-
ment. It will have minimal
staff turnover, a high percen-
tage of return by constituents,
and an attractive, safe, and
well-administered program
of activities. Its land and
natural resources will be
maintained and preserved to
maximize both its aesthetic
appealland to provide a highly
useful and supportive environ-
ment for its program. It will
comply with appropriate and
prudent conservation
practices. The buildings and
equipment will be safe and
attractive and maintained in
such a way as to preserve and
maximize their utility, and be aestheti-
cally pleasing and supportive of the
declared program emphasis.

Frank M. (Scotty) Washburn is
executive director of YMCA Blue Ridge
Assembly in Black Mountain, N.C.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

by Frank M. Washburn

The characteristics evident in
successful or failing camp opera-
tions will eventually focus on the
financial philosophy and atti-
tudes of the director.
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Administrative practices will be in
proper order and conducive to attract-
ing and maintaining key staff, and will
abide and implement the ethical prac-

tices as outlined in the ACA code. The
financial management of the camp will

reflect a conservative, but aggressiv;
approach to maintaining financial

stability, and will exemplify good
relationships with business

vendors serving the
surrounding community.
It should be helpful here

to analyze various circum-
stares which might apply

to a camp, and look at
possible solutions.

1 Suppose a camp
meets the criteria

of the successful profile des-
cribed, with the exception

of not utilizing the optimum
capacity and subsequently
is in a losing or break-even

situation. In determining
how to remedy the situation,
take the optimum oPerating

capacity and subtract the
actual enrollment from

that. Take that difference
and multiply it by the camp

fee. This gives the gross
number of additional
dollars that the camp

would have if operating at
total capacity. Take this gross

number of dollars and subtract
approximately 50 percentthis
is a conservative estimate of the

additional "out-of-pocket cost"
of adding these campers to the

current enrollment. The balance of
those dollars represents what the camp

(continued next page)



would have toward overhead, and
could be applied directly to the current
operating results. If this figure creates
a "plus situation" in the current
financial picture, then the problem is
one of increasing enrollment within the
operating capacity. If the figure is still
minus, then there a:e several
alternatives, including: raise camper
fees which must be weighed against any
potential loss of the present con-
stituency in terms of what the "traffic
will bear." The other alternative is a
more expensive risk-taking position,
like changing program emphasis
and/or adding buildings and equip-
ment to accommodate more campers.

Assuming there is a need to increase
enrollment, re-examine all of the ways
in which personal contact with
potential new constituency is
established. Basically, this means
travel and the related time and expense
required to present yourself and the
camp to new constituency-groups.
Time and space do not permit detailing
methodology, but emphasize and
recommend consideration of this as the
most effective means of accomplishing
this goal.

2 Look now at a solution involving
greater riskthat of expanding

plant and program facilities to increase
revenues. This requires a good track
record on the part of the operation
and/or support from private investors
who have faith in the director and the
camp, or from the public sector, such
as banks, in securing the necessary
financing. This requires a very careful
and professional approach in the
presentation of a financial projection
of the expansion plan, which shows
graphically and realistically the
potential for a sufficient return to
repay borrowed funds.

3 Extend the operating season.
This can be accomplished in both

the private and agency sector by
expanding the number of weeks of
camping within the current summer
seasonthat is, make an eight-week
season last ten or more weeks, depend-
ing upon the availability of a constitu-
ency group to generate additional
income.

Many camps have successfully entered
the field of outdoor education through

contractual arrangements with school
districts. Others have utilized their
facilities by expanding their concept to
a "camp-conference center type opera-
tion." This means winterizing the
facility and utilizing it to serve youth
and/or adults for other than traditional
camping purposes.

4 Practice "cost-cutting" either in
combination with the previous

suggestions, or exclusively. There is
no camp operation that cannot be
strengthened by an in-depth review of
the cost of goods and services. No
matter how lean a camp operation
might be, there are always ways that
costs can be reduced in certain specific
areas where the same service, support,
and care can be maintained for fewer
dollars. This is an area in which the
attitude and posture of the director is
the key to success.

First of all, eliminate all "sacred
cows" and objectively and analytically
look at all cost factors. It can start with
some areas that are painful to consider.
For example, in this era of high energy
costs, take a hard look at all of the
camp's vehicles. Are they the most
economical for the purpose desired, or

are they large, inefficient vehicles?
Have energy consultants been utilized
to examine the cost and efficiency of
energy usage, including the construction
of buildings and the financial
advantages of re-design and/or
renovation to incorporate more energy-
efficient units? There is also the
possibility of investing for the long-
term financial benefit by utilizing and
capturing energy; i.e., solar, wind, the
fuel-efficient heat pump, and other
available devices.

Energy is not the only high escalation
cost factor in camping. Insurance costs
have increased dramatically in recent
years. Have insurance experts review
the camp in terms of reducing costs.
For example, installing a sprinkler
system in the buildings may repay the
initial capital investment in reduced
premiums in as little as eight years.
Liability insurance is geared to many
of the high-risk features of camps, so it
may be wise to analyze the particular
program emphasis of the camp in
relation to these costs to determine
whether they 'should be continued.

Staff salaries usually represent the
largest percentage of camp expense
budgets. Make a careful analysis of
whether the camp is getting the greatest
return on investment in human
resources related to the camp operation.
As the director, start with yourselfif
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you cannot solve thesepiancial prob-
lems, then the camp may\not be getting
a justifiable return for itsinvestment
in your services. A careful reyiew and
analysis of all staff positions related to
dollars spent and the service rendered
could be enlightening and helpftilin
reducing the cost of the operationAt
also may tell you where you might
increase costs with a subsequent direct\
impact upon greater income in excess \
of the expenditure. Many times', money
must be spent in order to generate
increased revenues, but this 'cliche' is
sometimes a thin disguise for spreading
the work effort with little or no
increase in earnings.

There are many different methods of
providing food service for camps. The
two basic options are doing it yourself
or contracting with an outside food
service. If you are providing the food
service, then there are additional
choices to make as to what extent you
"prepare from scratch," or use con-
venience and pre-prepared food
products.

The next large area of the camp
budget is related to communication
travel costs, telephone, printing, and
postage. With the escalating cost of
energy, it may be wise to increase the
use of other means of communication.
The telephone stands out as a prime
example of reducing costs. You might
explore a WATS line, but even with-

out that the cost of long-distance calling
is usually less than most hand-typed,
first-class letters, and certainly much
less expensive than ground transporta-
tion. Printing and postage costs
continue to rise more rapidly than the
CPI (consumer price index). These need
to be reviewed and analyzed in terms of
the end result received for the dollars
expended. Bear in mind the image of
your camp is projected by your printed
material: It is much better to have one
oc two "quality" printed pieces than
dozens of cheap, mass-produced poor
image builders.

Certainly there are many other
aspects of analyzing and reducing
costs, but the major areas of expense
have been identified. For those camps
which fit the successful camp profile
and at the end of the year are
generating an operating surplus, their
directors have achieved the ultimate
objectives of their responsibilities as
financial administrators of today's
modern organized camp.

The overworked phrase, "We'll be
measured by the bottom line" infers
that the end result is all that counts.
The prudent camp difector must renew
his sense of responsibility for
conducting an organized camping
program that contributes significantly
to the development of human
capabilities for both youth and
adults. EJ



LESSON #3

TUITION RATE SETTING FOR ORGANIZED CAMPS:
An Economic Analysis

Robert E. Doucette and Frank M. Levine

obody quite knows what economists
do. I suspect that many practitioners
of the "dismal science" rather enjoy
this aura of mystery, apparently
believing that general inscrutability

is a necessaryand probably a sufficientcondition ot
truly professional status. Several years of flirtation with
forecasting economic trends, developing economic
impact analyses, and discussing the ebb and flow of the
latest fashions in taxation and other economic concerns
of the commonweal have led me to one rather humbling
conclusiOn: that economics is simply a logical way of
thinking especially suited to dealing with hard choices
about things commonly measured by money.
Notwithstanding the truly awesome proportions of the
econometric Frankensteins developed by generously
endowed think tanks, economics does not offer
definitive answers to many problems (even of purely
economic nature), but onlv sets the stage for clear
thinking by delineating the consequences of different
-ourses of action.

To say this is not to denigrate the value of economic
an lysis either in general or as applied to any particular
problem. Quite to the contrary, though clear thinking is
seldoM actuaHy in style, it is almost always necessary
for tke succesSful managementand even the
survival most organizations and enterprises. The
managerfient of organized camps is hardly exceptional
in this respect. Although defensible statistics are

Jacking for the nation as a whole, it appears hkely that
the successfUt, operation of many camps is currently
being threatened on one side by the inflation of land
values and the 'opportunity costs of withholding land
from development; and on the other side by relentlessly
rising operating costs, including taxes. Since it is
unlikely that_ these Pincers will loosen their grip in the
near_future,_those.pei-sons tnterested in..promoting the
long-term economic viability of individual camps and
the camping industry mdst seek to optimize operating
efficiency.

The analysis which follows addresses four topics of
general interest in thk regard: 1) Measuring the
Economic Value of a Camp;', 2) Measuring the True
Costs of.Operation; :3) Measuring Camp Revenue; and

4) Setting Optimum Tuition Rates. The first three topics
set the stage and establish the vocabulary for
discussion of the fourth, which is the theme of this
article. The analytical tools introduced here should
facilitate decision-making with respect to expansion or
contraction of camp operations and general long-range
planning.

MEASURING THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF A CAMP

An "economic, analysis of any enterprise, whether
or not operated tor profit, provides perspective on the
relationships between those factors which account for
the market value of the assets held vis-a-vis their value
as Mcome-producing capital. The latter is measured
by Ole capitalized value (defined below) of annual
economic earnings and is simply the value of the
enterprise as a business run for profit, while the former
refers to the value of the assets of the business to a
potential buyer (e.g., land developer) without the
constraint that these assets be utilized in the operation
of the business (e.g., an organized camp).

There are conceptually two components of the
economic earnings of a camp: the.excess of revenues
over expenses and the incremental appreciation of real
estate values. The first of these is a measure of the
profitability of the camp to a private investor. If the
camp is already organized as a sole proprietorship,
partnership, or profit-making corporation, part of its
economic earnings will be determined by what is left
after all expenses have been met, including
depreciation of equipment and administrative salaries.
Note that administrative salaries are an expense to the
camp, not profit. The camp realizes profit only when
the administrator has_been paid a_salary commensurate
with what that skill level would command in the job
market outside of camping. When administrative
services are thus valued, "profits" may well prove to
be negative.

In determining the potential profitability of a
nonprofit enterprise, it is necessary to adjust both
revenue and expenses for any subsidies which the



institution has been receiving and which would .not
normally be avadable to a private investor. To establfsh
the true economic earnings of a camp it is always
necessary to measure both revenue and expenses at
non-subsidized fair market value.

The second part of the economic earnings ot aCamp
consists of the appreciation of Lind values accruing to
the camp owner whether or not the camp is actually in
operation. To illustrate, assume that the camp real
estate holdingsboth land and buildingscould have
been sold for $250,000 at the beginning of a given fiscal
year, and for $275,000 at the end of that fiscal year.
This represents a 10 percent incremental appreciation
in real estate value to the amount of $25,000 over the
course of the year.

If it is also assumed that (after-tax) profits, measured
in accordance with fair market valuation (no subsidies)
of all revenue and expenses, it $10,000 for the same
year, total economic earnings for that year are
calculated to be:

$10,000 monetary earnings
$25,000 real estate appreciation
$35,000 TOTAL ECONOMIC EARNINGS

Knowing this, the business value of the comp may be
readily established as the capitalized wilue of the total
economic earnings: the amount or money which,
invested at proportional risk, would provide an annual
incOme yield equal to the total economic earnings. lt,
for example, the proportional risk interest rate is
assumed to be 12 percent, the appropriate capitalized
value of the $35,000 annual earnings is given by:
$35,000/.12 = $291,667.

Whenever the market value of the camp and all of its
assets is greater than the capitalized business value or
the enterprise, the camp owner is under economic
pressure to sell. As land values rise, the market value
of camp real estate' rises so that the so-called
"opportunity cost"' of holding?, onto the camp (i.e., the
money being given up by not selling) appears to be
great, and may in fact be great. At the same time,
property taxes tend to increas-e in response to rising
land values and recent uniform assessment practices.
This tax increase, as well as intlation-spurred increases
in other operating costs, reduce profit margins so that
the capitalized value of economic earnings decreases.
Sooner or later, given the continuation ot _these trends,
market value will exceed the capitalized value of the
business. When the gap becomes large enough, the
pressure on the owner to sell. may become irresistable.

To return to the example considered previously,
suppose that the camp as a business lost- money. It
revenues were just sufficient to meet expenses except
that the administrator donated about $5,000 worth ot
his time each year, the theoretical annual loss would be
$5,000. Deducting this $5,000 loss from the $25,000 real
estate appreciation, total econoMic earnings are
calculated to be only:

$25,000 real estate appreciation
less $ 5,000 business loss

$20,000 TOTAL ECONOMIC EARNINGS
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If this $20,000 is capitalized at the same 12 percent,
the investment value of the camp, i.e., capitalized
earnings, is: $20,000/.12 = $166,667. Recall that the
ma(ket value of the camp was assumed to be $250,000
at the be.ginning of the year. Had it been possible to
anticipate the capitalized value of the total economic
earnings for the year at the beginning of the camping
seasOn, camp operations may have been suspended and
the camp sold.

There are two complicating factors which cloud this
analysis. The first is the existence of noneconomic
motives on the part of the camp owners, whether the
camp is a private profit-making enterprise or a
nonprofit agency camp. In both cases, the "psychic ,

income" to be derived from worthwhile service to
young people may outweigh considerations of
opportunity costs. When this occurs, the decision to
continue operating as a camp, simply hold the assets
without running a camp, or sell to the highest bidder is
usually diciated by the need to maintain a .reasonable
cash flow to meet operating costs.

The second complicating factor is the owner's need
tor income above and beyond normal compensation for
Operating-a camp. There are times when an owner may
no Ibriger be able to forgo taking a profit on his land
appreciation. So unless the camp operation is
extraordinarily successful, he finds hims'elf unable to
cittord a continued investment in rising land values
regardless of how good the investment may be in the
long rur.

The analysis to follow treats only the relationship
between camp revenue and camp expenses with
implications for appropriate rate setting strategy. The

ner's need for revenue in excess of fair
compensation for administrative services and reason-
able profit is not considered.

MEASURING THE TRUE COSTS OF OPERATION

Ihe optimum tuition rate is partially a function of the
camp's cost-structure. There are three types of costs or
expenses to be considered: first, those fixed holding
costs ot the camp and its assets which must be met even
if the c.amp never.opens; second, the (relatively) fixed
operating costs ot going into business which do not
greatly vary with the number of campers; and third, the
variable operating costs which are roughly proportional
to the number of campers. .

Fixed holding costs include: 1) property taxes; 2)
depreciation of assets, especially equipment through
the-mere passing of.. time,_ 3) maintenance and repair
expenses tor buildings and equtpment; 4) toregone
interest earningsless income tax liabilityon the
money invested. in the land, buildings, and equiprnent;
and 5) interest payments for mortgages and other
loans. ihe total amount of these five-fixed holding costs
should be reduced by the value of real estate
appreciation due to inflation. Because of the rapid
incwase in the market value of prime shorefront and
other voodland property, fixed holding costs may be
low or even negative. That is, even if the camp were
to remain closed for the season and the fixed holding
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costs paid out of the "owner's pocket" as opposed to
camp revenues, the owner could conceivably improve
his economic condition by simply holding his assets.

Fixed operating costs, as opposed to fixed holding
costs, are incurred only when the camp actually opens
for business and runs programs. Some of these costs
are "fixed" in that their amount is relatively
independent of the number of campers served.
Typically, fixed operating costs actually do respond
albeit sluggishly and in stepsto increasing numbers
of campers. For purposes of this discussion, however,
such costs as some insurance, most administrative and
office costs, advertising and promotion, and physical
plant costs arising from current use can be treated as
constant over a iy given- camp's relevant range of
number of campers.

Variable costs of operating a camp are those costs or
expenses which increase more or less in proportion to
the number of campers served. Included here are: 1)
the cost of food, food services, and related kitchen
expenses; 2) the purchase, repair, and maintenance of
recreational and instructional equipmencand supplies;
and 3) the wages, salaries, and related expenses of
counselors, instructors, and other direct service
personnel.

Although fixed operating costs tend to be variable
over a broad range of number of campers, and variable
operating costs may be stable over a narrow range of
number of campers, this somewhat arbitrary dichotomy
is useful in repres;mting the cost profile of a camp.

Figure -1, "Prototype of Cost Profile,'" shows the
relationship of costs or expenses (measured on the
vertical axis) to number of campers served (measured
on the horizontal axis).

Variable operating costs are depicted as rising in
direct and continuous proportion to the number ot
campers served. Fixed operating costs are shown as
holding steady over a range of 100 campers, and then
rising a notch. The amount of fixed holding costs never
changes.

Figure 1
PROTOTYPE OF COST PROFILE

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

It is important to appreciate, however, that Figure 1
is a simphstic representation of what a real cost profile
of a camp would look like if it were constructed to
correspond to the actual situation. Almost certainly,
variable operating costs would rise progressively less
rapidly as the number of campers increased. This is
because so-called "economies of scale" would come
into play in the form of volume discounts for food and
supplies and other operating efficiencies. Also, fixed
operating costs would respond to increasing numbers of
campers in a thoroughly irregular pattern, rather than
in the neat steps shown in the diagr,-.m.

As a preliminary step to effective tuition rate setting,
a camp should prepare a realistic diagram, or graph, of
its cost profile over the relevant range of the number of
campers. The relevant range is limited by the physical
capacity of the camp as a maximum and by common
sense as a minimum. Based upon past records of
operation, and allowing for inflation in the future, a
useful cost profile for next season's operations can be
constructed by analyzing all costs which Must be:met
out of tuition revenues. Subsidized costs and expenses
need not be taken into account because the purpose of
the exercise is to establish the relationship between
tuition and tuition-funded costs and expenses.

MEASURING CAMP REVENUE

The next step in tuition rate setting is to establish the
"demand curve" for the camp's services. The.analysis
of demand proceeds from the assumption that there is a
quantifiable relationship between the number of
campers who will come to the camp and the amount of
tuition charged. To elaborate upon the obvious, it is
conceivable that tuition rates could be increased to the
point where literally no.campers would attend. At the
other extreme, charging no tuition, or only a token
amount, would result in the camp's being readily filled.
Carrying this logic a step further, it is reasonable to
believe that slight increases or decreases in tuition
would have marginal impacts upon the likely number of
campers. For example, a 25 percent decrease in tuition
would probably increase the number of applications
over what that number woHri have been with no change
in the tuition rateall ')ther considerations 'being
equal. Similarly, a 25 percent increase would likely
eliminate a number of potential applicants.

The specific steps in applying this reasoning to the
determination of the camp's demand schedule are as
follows:

1. Set the relevant range of the number of potential
campers for next= season, say- from 50 to absolute
bulging capacity.

2. In increments ot 50 or less (whatever appears
most reasonable or convenient), estimate the maximum
tuition which could be charged and still be confident of
being able to recruit the indicated number of campers.

3. Multiply the tuition rate times each indicated
number of campers to obtain the revenue potential for
each number.

Tor example, consider ,a hypothetical camp which
typically enrolls 250 campers a season and charges $700
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per camper. Total revenue to the camp is computed
simply: $700 x 250 = $175,000. If tuition were
increased by $100 per camper, to a total of $800, the
camp would probably iose some campers 1,-)r next
seasonagain all other considerations being equal. If
the number of campers 'fell to 200, total tuition revenue
would be: $800 x 200 = $160,000.

If the camp were willing to make tio with only 150
campers, tuition might be effectively increased to '900.
Similarly, a lowering of tuition rates might attra,,. more
campers.

Table 1, "Hypothetical Demand Schedule"' lists: a
series of . possible tuition rates, the corresponding
maximum number of campers who might retasonably be
expected to attend camp at the indicated rate, and the
total revenue for each rate, obtained by multiplying the
rate times the number of campers.

Table 1
HYPOTHETICAL DEMAND SCHEDULE

Tuition Maximum Number
Rate ot Campers

Total
Revenue

$1,100 50 $ 55,000
$1,000 100 $100,000

900 150 $135,000
800 200 $160,000
700 250 $175,000
600 300 $180,000
500 350 $175,000
300 400 $120,000

Note the".trend of the total revenue figures: As tuition
is decreased from a very high level, total revenue
increases to a maximum ($180,000 total revenue at $600
tuition), and then falls off again as tuition is further
decreased. Although the numbers presented in the
taWe are probably unrealistic for the majority of camps
(as' any one set of numbers would be), the pattern is
accurate. Total revenue will in fact be a maximurn at
some point along the range of possible tuition rates,
i.e., total revenue will be less if the tuition is either
raised or lowered. After going through this exercise for
a real camp, the immediate temptation, is simply to set
tuition at the rate which maximizes revenue. This
approach would probably be naive,- however, because it
fails to take into account the cost profile. As discussed
in the following section, it is alp; relationship between
the cost profile and the derriand schedule which
identifies_the_rnos Lefiicien Ltui tion rate

SETTING OPTIMUM TUITION RATES

Figure 2
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COSTS 'AND REVENUE

N its

from Table 1. The optimum operating size is indicated
by the intersection of the Demand Schedule with the
line labeled "Total Costs" at point "Y." The
"coordinates" of point "Y'' are 200 (indicated by the
vertical dashed line) and "X" (indicated by the
horizontal dashed line). The optimum tuition rate is
obtained simplY by dividing "X" by 200, i.e., dividing
total expected revenue by number of campers. In this
case, as shown on Table 1, "X" is really $160,000 (the
total revenue associated with 200 campers), so the
appropriate tuition rate is: $160,000/200 $800.

If the Demand Schedule always falls below the Total
Costs line, then the optimum operating size is the point
at which the demand schedule is closest to the Total
Costs line. If, on the other hand, there is a range over
which the Demand Schedule rises above the Total Costs
line, the optimum operating size is that point within the
indiCated range where the distance between the
Demand Schedule and the Total Costs line is greatest.

It is interesting that the optimum operating size will
not necessarily produce the greatest amount of total
revenue. More often, the optimum operating size will
produce slightly less revenue but will be associated
with significantly less cost.

These observations make no pretense to great
profundity. As indicated at the beginning of this article,
economics is in the final analysis only a rigorous
application of comrnon_sense_What is-indicated b / the
simplistic graph of Figure 2 is this: Total costs of
operation tend to rise at a regular and predictable rate
as the number of campers served increases. Associated
with each potential number of campers is a revenue
yield produced by charging the maximum amount

The key to the analysis of tuition rate setting is allowed by the market. The optimum operating size,
Figure 2, "Relationship Between Costs and Revenue.' which logically sets the maximum tuition, is simply that
The cost profile has been duplicated from Figure 1. The ',Isize at ,which total revenue has the most favorable
curved dotted line is the graph of the Demand Schedule relatron to tota1 cost.
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Applying this analysis to a real situation requires a
great deal ot time and et fort. The cost protile, which is
Only roughly approximated by Figure 1, will reflect a
large measure ot subjective judgment about inflation
elle( ts and costs for hypothetical operating levels
during the coming season. Similarly, the demand
schedule may be based upon nothing more substantial
than a I eel- tor the market. Ideally, of course, the
demand schedule would reflect the results of an
industr\-wide market study. This constraint hotwith-
standing, the analysis outlined here torces the
application of (1 consistent pattern of reasoning to the
rate setting decision. As in so many other areas 01
economic activity, important managerial decisions must
be rendered with L ily a modicum of hard facts
seosoned by intuition. Yet the decisions must be made,
and the elimination of even a sinclII amount 01

um ertainty or inconsistency ought to be welcome .
he most serious obstacle to the elfective analysis of

rote setting is the sUbsidy. Many camp operations are
hea\..il subsidized by sponsoring organizations or by
owner managers who are generally undercompensated
tin Imam al terms) lor their managerial services
w as to handle'' the subsidy question is to, however
arbitrarily, define operating costs and experi,es as

those which musi be met by tuition, excluding from the
analysi5 those costs and expenses which are expected
to be'rnet by subsidy. When the subsidized costs are
removed from consideration, the optimum tuition may
well be different than that which would have to be
charged if there were no subsidies. Also, the optimum
tuition rate may -depend not only upon the absolute
amount of subsidy, but upon which costsfixed or
variableare subsidized.

A tinal observation suggested by this analysis is that
it is applicable to the camping industry as ,a whole.
Industry-wide (national or state) cost profiles and
demand schedules can theoretically be constructed to
suggest optimum operating conditions in terms 01
tuition and volume. Linder these optimum conditions, it
would be relatively simple to deduce the most etticient
relationship between variable costs and the two
categories of fixed costs, i.e., the optimum respective
proportions of total costs best allocated to variable
operating, lixed operatin- Ind fixed holding costs.
Lyen more significantly, IL would be just one .more
logical step in the analysis to identify and justify the
most etticient type of subsidy in promoting either
increased use ot c Llnip resources (measured by number
01 campers served) or most cost-et tective operation.

Reprints of this monograph and others listed below
are available Irom the American Camping Association
Publications Service, Bradford Woods, Martinsville, IN
4615 . I ales available:

'Uncertain Outposts. the Future ot Camping and the
Challenge al Its Past"' by James A. Mason, $1.00 each.

1 he Values of Camping- by Reynold F. Carlson,
$.50 e..ich

"Summer Camps: Security in the Midst of Change"'
by Kenneth 13 Webb, $2.00 each.

"'A Modern Camp tor the New Generation- by
Kenneth B VVebb, $.50 each

klition Rafe Setting tor Organized Camps. An
E. ononm Analysis- hy Robert f:. Doucette and Frank

Levme, $.50 each.
hipping and handling charges will be added to your
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LESSON #4

Risk management
insurance

by Curtis Caden

Risk management is dealing with
potential and actual exposures to loss
through an analysis and a follow-up
program of prevention, assumption of
loss, transfer of risk by contract, pur-
chasing insurance, or setting up a pro-
gram of' self-insurance.

The introduction of' .a camp to risk
management techniques should be a
pleasant experience and not too great
a deviation from existing safety pro-
grams and insurance buying tech-
niques. Camp safety is foremost in the
eves of camp directors and owners.
They want each child to have a good
time and still not get hurt or sick. Each
summer, camps distribute their hand-
books to their staff and hold training
sessions to set forward their guide-
lines.

Liability exposures are the greatest
concern of risk managers. If liability
protecti-OiTi-;' ignored then the entire
camp operation may be wiped out.
Even if a camp is incorporated where
liability is limited to the assets of the
corporation, the camp would probably
fold if it should become necessary to
satisfy a substantial judgement. High
safety standards and proper super-
vision normally satisfy the legal re-
quirements-of protecting eamperS.
This does not mean that no one will
try to sue. Part of insurance premiums
are used if legal defense is necessary
and not exclusively to satisfy judge-
ments.

Liability coverage is available under
the Owners', Landlords', and Tenants'
form of insurance or a comprehensive
form. Coverage of private profit-
making camps would probably tend to
be less because of the tax con-
siderations for losses than a non-profit
corporation. A basic policy may be for
5100.000 bodily injury liability for each
person and $300,000 each occurrence.

Adds to overall coverage
The trend is towards higher cover-

age and towards the comprehensive
form. This then adds both height and
breadth to the overall coverage which
may have additional insurance with
umbrella liability insurance. How
much liability insurance depends in

A preventive
program followe4 by
insurance is the best
defense against
liability
part on the .dollar judgements
rendered in each .state. Separate lia-
bility coverages arc also available fv-
property damage, products, mal-
practice. and vehicles.

A camp's fire coverage may be just
as important as its liability coverage.
Camp buildings arc generally close
together and not constructed with fire-
proof materials. Camps are often quite
a distance from the local fire depart-
ment and some do not have a resident
caretaker..The cost of replaeeMent is
not always property assessed for ade-
quate fire insurance coverage. Many
camps are written on a coinsurance
basis. The insurer covers a certain per-
centage of a particular value and the
camp takes the rest of' the loss either
from a self-insurance fund where
money has been set aside for this
purpose or from their immediate reve-
nues.

Types of coverage
Camps can normally, for a price, ob-

tain insurance coverage. Coverage can
be described as either essential
co\ erage, desirable coverage, or as
available coverage. These can be im-
portant when buying insurame. In_the
camp survey, it appears that a camp
is more likely to review the amounts
cf coverage than to seek competitive
bids on insurance although the camp
will negotiate the premium cost for the
amount .of coverage.

Many camps ask the parents of the
camper to sign a hold-harmless agree-
ment or a blanket waiver of liability
for any and all acts that may occur
while the camper is involved in the
camp program. While this sets forth a
certain understanding between the
parents and the camp it would
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probably be best not to rely upon this
as a legal defense. A prevention
program followed by insurance is the
best defense against liability.

Specific releases are also used to
permit the camper to appear in camp
promotional pictures. cover points of
late arrival, early departure. with-
_drawals and dismissals. Some camps
do not give tuition refunds under cer-
tain circumstance-s. A release may also
allow the camp the right to send a
camper home because his influence
is considered i;arniful, undesirable, or
immoral. An attorney may help the
camp word its release to conform to
the law.

Insurance is available for summer
camp tuition refunds. This coverage
will cover refunds for individual with-
drawal. epidemic withdrawal, late
arrival, failure to open, flood with-
drawal, and post-season quarantine

Campers' medical reimbursement
insurance covering bodily injury ,

death, sickness, and disease is avail-
able. This type of policy may serve a
valuable public relations role as well as
saving the camp the out-of-pocket
medical expenses. Staff members do
not have to be covered other than
under workmen's compensation in-
surance depending on state laws.
Since workmen's compensation covers
only those injuries arising out of the
course of employment while on duty, it
is recommended that coverage be ex-
tended to eligible staff. Workmen's
compensation laws do not cover non-
occupational sicknesses, injuries oc-
curing during off-duty hours, or when
away from the premises on non-related
personal activities-. Each state is dif-
ferent on rates, requirements, extent
of coverage, andNsettlernent amounts.

Other available ebverages extend to
misappropriation of camp funds, tui-
tion fees, tuition refunds, cargo in-
surance, outboard motOr boat loss,
theft, burglary, life, personal effects,
volunteer worker, and extended
coverage endorsements to the fire
insurance policy for windstorms. snow
collapse of roofs, vandalism and ma-
licious mischief',

(com I ruled on nest page)
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By prevention, inspection, and analy-
sis operating risks are reduced and an
experienced rating can be achieved
with the insurer. One of the more
noted methods of risk analysis is by
Richard Prouty.

Weighing risks
Prouty's method analyzes each pci-

tential loss-cause combination, By de-
termining whether the probability of
loss is "almost nil," "slight,
moderate, or "definite one gains

an idea of loss expectations, BY
determining the severity of the loss
h is possible to weigh each loss or
combination of los.ses.

Prouty suggests that they be
measured by the niaximum possible
loss (the biggest lc Ns that could
possibly occur), the maximum proba-
ble loss (those losses that arc most
certain to happen), and the annual
expected loss (the weighted averages
of all the losses in the long run). For-
malizing one's analysis of the proba-
bility can guide one in protecting the
property and reputation of the camp.

Consultation with "experts mav be
helpful to let you know where you
stand and how you can do things
better.

Maintaining contact with interested
professionals can improve the quality
of the camps and in time of need they
arc more willing to help you out. Some
of the available consultants arc ac-
countants. kiwyers insurance
brokers.

Creating a safe environment may be
easier to say and plan than to
actually do. It is costly to-renov..,te
especially.when funds arc neel.ed for
maintenance and expansion programs.
Some camps establish an operations,
site and development committee to
make recommendations that can be
carried out in both the short ,add long
run.

Having a preventative maintenance
policy and making an effort each year
to upgrade the property will improve
the safety of the camp as well as the
appearance. Often remodeling exist-
ing structures is money better spent
than on new structures. Most of all,
it is the frequent inspections that
enable you to get to a problem
before a camper gets into one.

Personnel policies
Laws require that emploYees not be

discriminated against on certain pro-
hibited bases. Certainly this points to a
trend in hiring camp staff according to
qualifications. Safety is as much a
state of thought as it is the environ-
ment. SoMething like 80 percent of
all accidents are really caused by
the human element. Each camp may
want to consider some of the following
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for inclusion in their personnel
policies:

Minimum age level of a counselor
will be 18 years of age. There will be
one staff member foreach three camp-
ers. Swimming arca staff will be un-
der the direction of a swimming
director. Swimming instructors must
be certified by the American Red
Cross. Riflery and archery' activity
staff shall have proper certification
and demonstrate the necessary know-
ledge and skill for the safety of
those campers in the activity.

Staff will not be asked to double up
on assignments for which they lack
necessary expertise. Staff will he hired
primarily on the basis of character
and job ability. Staffing of the infir-
mary shall be by a nurse or in thcir
absence by one holding first aid
certification. Maintenance crews shall

Supervision of
campers is a guiding
process, not a
domineering one

be instructed in all fire procedures
including tire prevention and fire
fighting techniques appropriate to the
camp. Staff memhers win be evaluated
on a regular basis.
Each staff member Will be responsible
for the policing of activity areas for
hrokcn glass, debris, and any 'unused
or discarded equipment.

Camper supervision
The employees arc technically

responsible but the legal responsibility
is upon the employer. The posting of
rules relevant to each activity is im-
portant but they must he explained,
understood, and enforced. For the
safety and harmony of the activity.
cpecific rules are often printed up for
the more organized sports, archery,
wood shop, as well as swimming and
boating.

Approximately half of the
accidents occur during supervised
periods of the day. Giving proper in-
structions to the campers allows them-
to participate more fully in the event.
Many children need extra help to learn
to live in the open. If the camper
has the proper attitude and learns to
respect and obey the advise and the
instruction of the counselor then they
will not go wrong at camp.

The supervisor of each counselor
or the director needs to insure that the,
instructor is qualified, enforces the
rules, maintains the activity arca, and
keeps the campers under control. This
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does not mean that creativity must be
stifled, only that certain guidelines
and safety measures must be en-
forced. If a child wants to try some-
thing new, let them try and if they
fail then they will learn from their
mistake. They may discover something
really innovative. Supervision of camp-
ers is a guiding process, not a
domineering one.

Beyond the scope of individual acti-
vities it is important that a well-
rehearsed and carefully thought out
emergency plan be established. The
local fire department may suggest how
a fire drill should be run on your
particular site or you may already
have one worked out. The swimming
area director may have a plan for
locating a missing swimmer or this
may already be a standard operation.
Good ideas and plans should be
written into policy for others to study
and improve upon.

Risk analysis
Risk identification is the process by

which a camp systematically and con-
tinuously identifies property, liability,
and personal loss exposures as soon
as or before they emerge. Sonic
methods of risk identification arc: use
of a checklist, statistical records of
losses or near losses that may be re-
peated in the future,- reliance on in-
surance agents or brokers, flow chart-
ing a particular process, observation
directly and talking to personnel,
analyzing the interactions With differ-
ent activity or program areas, and
study of one's financial statements or
book of account. .

Check lists are used primarily by
large industrial concerns but can be
applied to camps. The check list is a
risk analysis questionnaire which
creates a listing of potential losses.
This list may also be used by indi-
vidual insurers for the purpose of
underwriting.

Analyzing the contents of the camp
from invent6ry and balance sheets can
indicate potential losses both as to the
area and the extent. It can be mis-
leading. however, on depreciable
items since these would have to be
looked at under a replacement cost
basis. Since accounting for incbme
tax purposes varies depending on
whether an organization is a profit or
non-profit type, the concepf.of loss
wilryary. The impact of losses on the
organization and the amount of de-
ductables that would be most suited
are based on tax type, available funds,
and basis of accounting costs.

Interactions are'analyzed by on-site
inspection of both the facilities and



Risk Management, cOntinued

operations. Feedback from depart-
ment heads is valuable in arresting
potential losses. In the kitchen, one
would inspect forcleanness. food
covers in place. -perishable foods re-
frigerated between 38° and 45°F,
cooked food never left unrefrigerated
for more than three hours, all cook-
ing, serving, and eating dishes are
clean and rinsed of' soap, garbage
properly containerized and disposed,
and insuring the qtiality of all food
shipments. Product liability insurance
is often carried for claims from food
poisoning.

Flow charting may he used to show
the steps in an operation. The food
comes from the warehouse to the
camp kitchen where it is stored, pre-
pared, and served. This process may
point out certain loss . potentials such
as a lost er damaged shipment,
-spoiled or burnedfood. and
sickness or food poisoning.

Camps often keep records of ac-
cidents which contain information
about age, time of day, quality of
supervision, type,of accident (i.e.
camper to camper collision), serious-
ness of accident, and necessary
remedy taken. Future accidents per-
haps can be avoided by studying
these records and using them in site
development planning.

Trnining personnel
Risk management in each activity is

difficult to cover because of' the dif-
ferent and vacied activities of each
camp. Even if the director does an ex-
cellent job of managing the camp's
risks it will be up to the staff to keep

this good work all summer. Thc camp
surveyed felt that their beSt way of
setting forth risk management policies
was through pre-camp training and the
use Of staff manuals or handbooks of
some sort. Risk management involves
creative thinking to consider all
possible losses, regardless of how .

small.
This process is stimulated by illus-

trative analysis of an activity area, of
activity area checklists, of consultation
of-the.counselors with their supervisor.
or writing up a report on the risks of
that activity. Each staff member has to
know how to cope with these risks
once they are uncovered.

Some methods are ,prevention, pre-
caution, requesting safety.devices,
checking with the director to make
sure insurance or other coverage is
applicable. requesting needed main-
tenance, and where it appears that

nothing can be done, make this known
to the director of such a risk assump-
tion.

Assumption.of risk may not be such
a bad thing where it is something
like lost or broken arrows from the
archery set. However, if risks are ig-
norantly assumed it can be costly. This
could be the situation of having frozen
food shipped to the camp by common
carrier 'under the terms of f.o.b.
point of shipment when it was believed
to be f.o.b. point of destination, and
so no insurance had been obtained
for the shipment. Where risks are as-
sumed, extra care must be exercised
or the activity discontinued.

End result
This is what a risk management pro-

gram may look like in outline form:
Loss-control measures-good

housekeeping, preventative mainten-
ance, emergency plans for fire, lost
campers, missing swimmers, frequent
inspection and policing of cabins and
activity areas, training of personnel in
safety practices, and encouraging
.feedback for loss control.
Retentionlosses in excess of limits,

excluded, or up to the deductible
amounts on purchased insurance,
earthquake losses, water damage
losses, cost of replacing valuable
papers other than merely copying
them from a preserved source, theft of
uninsured property, war losses, and
flood losses.

Noninsurance transfersall ship-
ments received at camp under con-
tract terms of liability and owner-
ship beginning at point of destination.

Insuranceworkers' compe nsation ,

comprehensive liability, fire and ex-
tended coverage, comprehensive auto-
mobile liability, life on all year round
workers, accident and sickness. tuition
refund, theft and burglary, and money
and security.

Risk management is a more
sophisticated way for camps to plan for
their economic losses of all kinds.
Preparing for losses involves doing thc
research to gather all the pertinent
data.. An analysis is done to con-
ceptualize these risks using the
method suggested by Richard Prouty
or by some more sophisticated statis
tical method. Once the problem has
been properly defined, a decision is
made as to which tool or combination
of the basic tools (avoidance, loss
control, combination or separation,
transfer, and retention) will handle the
risks involved.

After piling up the alternatives, a
selection is made. This method is then

applied and monitored. A continual
scanning of the camp environment
for future trouble spots allows the
necessary revisions to be thade in a
timely and effective manner. T1
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Reduce camp property taxes
by knowing state laws

by Frank M. Levine

As a unique, land-intensive
institution, the camping movement
has a vital stake in the nationwide
effort to relieve.the growing burden of
property taxation.

Clearly, there is a triple-barreled
threat:

I. Inflated municipal budgets
encourage assessors to add previously
exempt real estate to the tax rolls and
to pressure nonprofit organizations to
pay "in lieu of real estate taxes."

2. The demand for leisure homes
and activities turns even remote camp
land into temptingly valuable
development property.

3. State and local policy
increasingly mandates land taxes at
100 percent of "market value" of even
a camp's "open space"; which
become the much higher price it might
bring for subdivision development.

Concurrently, camp owner's
operating costs have been sorely -

aggravated by inflation. Generating
new revenue to offset land tax
increases that exceed the rise in the
cost of living can place an added strain
on precariously high tuitions.

It is particularly onerous for most
organized camps to pay towns ever
greater real estate taxes for school,
water, sewage, road, police, fire,

health, and social services that they
rarely receive.

The traditional, seasonal.
low-density use of accessible camp'
land and shorefront has rapidly
become expensive; making the
property especially vulnerable to
soaring values and assessments.
Caught in ths multiple crunch, camp
owners are under increasing economic
pressure to either relieve the tax
burden, or succumb to the
self-fulfilling prophecy of selling, often
for subdivision development..

Recognizing the problem four years
ago, .lean G. McMullan, oWner of
Alford Lake Camp in Union, ME,
urged the Fund for Advancement of
Camping (FAC) to,take the lead in
assisting camp administrators. In
1977, chairman of the FAC board,
Kendall I. Lingle, obtained a grant
from the Sterling Morton Charitable
Trust to commission a model study and
analysis. It was his vision to protect

and preserve organized camp
properties as a vital natural resource
for an urbanized nation and its youth.

Working closely with FAC Executive
Director John Maelnnes, Lingle
selected the proposal submitted by the
Camping Resources Study Project in
cooperation with the Allagash
Environmental Institute, at the Center
for Research and Advanced Study,
University of Southern Maine in
Portland. This proposal was a logical
supplement to the demonstration
research accomplished at the center in
1976 on -Children's Summer
CampsTheir Economic Value to
Maine."

The project directors determined
that immediate tax relief might best be
obtained by both the private and
agency camp owner through
knowledge of the many options
availableunder current property tax
statutes; particularly those statutes
enacted to encourage the protection of
undeveloped land.

The six-month study report.
published by FAC in June 1978 as a
Land Tax Alternatives Manual for
Owners of Organized Properties.
identified and addressed three major
previously unmet needs:

1. To provide camp administrators
with a useful, informative discussion
of the principles and procedures by
which land is valued and assessed, and
econOmic decisions made regarding
land tax options.

2. To provide a comprehensive
survey of the alternatives presently
available under a state's property tax
statutes; and the procedures for, and
implications of, obtaining differential
assessment.

3. To begin to join forces with
environmental agencies to seek
specific prc.tection of camping's
hundreds of thousands of acres of open
space.

This pilot project for the camping
movement utilized extensive
professional, economic and legal
research and opinion. In addition,
valuable consultations were
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contributed by Attorney Edward Lee
Rogers, Natural Resources Council;
Attorney John Paul Erler, Maine
Camp Directors Association counsel;
and key administrators from the
Audubon Society, Maine Coast
Heritage Trust and Association of
Conservation Commissions, and thc
Nature Conservancy.

Accepting the fact that real estate
assessment is primarily subject to
state laWs and municipal
interpretations, the manual gives
comprehensive model treatment to
land tax alternatives in Maine. ft also
reports conferences with
environmental agencies in that state,
as.a demonstration of the positive
climate for potential cooperation and

coordination with the camping
movement in moving toward mutually
beneficial protcction of open space.

There is, however, specific
nationwide relevance in the discussion
and treatment given to federal law; the
process ot' valuation, assessment, and
abatement; prineiples for making
economic decisions; a summary of all
state differential tax statutes; and a
resource directory of environmental
organizations across the country.

These should greatly facilitate
replication state by state to ultimately
accumulate national data and
assistance for the camping movement.

The full immediate benefit to camp

owners of 150 pages of findings and
references.can only be realized
through careful review of the-entire
manual. A copy can be obtained by
forwarding $10 to FAC, 19 South
LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60603.

The following abstracts from the
major conclusions and
recommendations in the manual
suggest the scope of the study.
However, as the manual emphasizes,
the camp owner is urged to consult his
own attorney before undertaking any
procedure that will alter his tax status.
Numerous personal, economic,
functional, and eyen political long- and
short-range goals should be explored
with counsel and accountants before
decisions are made.

Exemptions. The camp owner
should consider the alternative of
qualifying his land for exemption,
either total or partial. from real estate
taxation. For example, in Maine, a
camp certified by the state
Department of Education as a
"literary and scientific educational



organization" will enjoy exemption
from taxation on real property devoted
to the purposes of the organization:

Those camps that are classified
under the Internal Revenue Code as

.'"501 (c) (3): that are nonprofit
corporations, and fulfill requirements
as "charitable institutions" may also
become exeMpt from taxes on property
used solely for their charitable
purposes.

While it is usually an expensive
legal procedure to meet complicated
qualifications for total exemption (such
as transfer of all financial interests to a
nonprofit corporation) with estate
planning implications, sizable tax
relief can be accomplished.

Reducing current valuation. A land
owner may be able to reduce the tax
burden on his property by convincing
the local assessor (or through the
town's political process) that "present
use" is a better reflection of "just
value" than "highest and best use
for development. This will usually
involve demonstrating cost/benefit to
the town, environmental
considerations, absence of demand for
municipal services, and other financial
activity generated.

The camp owner may also request
ari abatement, or appeal an
assessment. if there is proof of
significant error or inequitable
overvaluation. Here too. the positive
economic impact of the camp, as well
as the comparative economics of
residential development versus open
space conservation, may recommend

abatement. Camp administrators
definitely should investigate and
substantiate the direct reduction in the
market value of land as a result of state
and local zoning and land-use
regulations that may already Preclude
intensive development.

Classifying land for special tax
treatment. Most states in the nation
have enacted some form of differential
(current-use) taxation-laws either to
encourage industries such as
lumbering and farming, or to conserve
open space.

In Maine, for example, there is a
''Tree Growth Tax Law' which
essentially.provides a relatively
uncomplicated, inexpensive, and
flexible opportunity for owners of over
10 acres of forest land to pay tax on
only "stumpage values" until such
time as they convert thc land to other
use.

There is also a "Farm and Open
Space Law'' which is almost as
inexpensive and flexible, but With
more complicated qualifications, that
provides immediate though less
clearly defined tax relief, on farms and
open space; with only back taxes
payable when the owner decides to
change the classification.

A permanent, legal classification of
land may be obtained in an agreement
with ,a governmental entity which
places land under a "Conservation
Restriction'. (easement). Through an
expensive, complicated procedure the
land owner may commit open space te
limited use in perpetuity; and through
appraisals of value "before" and
"after," establish stable land values.
and take a "charitable deduction.' for
the difference.

In some states camp owners may
negotiate with loeal officials, usually
under state law, to arrange t'or a
"Purchase of Development Rights."
Under various formulas, the land
owner essentially agrees not to
develop all or part of the camp
property, during which time the
municipality a2rees to tax it on the
basis of its "current use."

Governmental and foundwion
acquisition. While selling undeveloped
land may appear to be a radical
solution to real estate tax problems,
through various forms of acquisition
and funding for same, camps may
under appropriate circumstances
divest themselves of part of their
property while retaining its usc for
such as outdoor education. The entire
camp may even be sold to a foundation
that will agree to contimic current
operation.

Certainly, substantial estate
planning and personal considerations

are involved in a decision to give up
actual ownership. However, such
acquisition may be a major vehicle for
eliminating taxes, raising capital, and
perpetuating an organized.camp.

Economic impact of tax alternatives.
The manual provides a professional
discussion and analysis of the
economic principles to be considered
in evaluating land tax alternatives\ It
identifies the relevance of
"opportunity costs, variable and fiXed

operating costs, capitalized value,"%
and provides a formula for estimating
the relative economic impact of each of
the land tax options referred to above.
In addition, the manual details
step-by-step procedures by which the
land owner can implement the findings
and recommendations.

Miscellaneous. A summary of the
extent and nature of potential
cooperation with Maine environmental
agencies reports a substantially
positive and supportive climate for
subsequent efforts to align interests

and objectives. Joint pursuit of the
preseryation,of organized camping's
constructive, recreational and
educational, environmentally sound
use of open space is definitely
recommended.

A most instructive chapter makes
specific and incisive suggestions for
proposing and .riacting a `model
law." to ensure equitable and
beneficial taxation of organized camp

'properties.
Given the design and Completion of

what is the costly model phase, state
-camping associations are encouraged
to replicate the study; and the
American Camping Association is
urged to undertake a concerted effort
to address the full scope of the
problem..

Anticipating Proposition 13, FAC
has once again made a major
pragmatic contribution to a
strengthened future for the camping
movement. Similar treatment should
certainly be given to the many other
economic and demographic forces that
confront camp administrators.
However. obtaining and retaining the
vital program element of appropriate
recreational land is central to the
formation of new enterprise and
healthy prospects for thousands of
traditional organized camps.


